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ICOM

Count on us!

The IC-A200 VHF air band transceiver
offers you amazing 3 way
communications versatility.
When you combine the
IC-A200 with the PS80

In the air,
on the ground
on the road.

powered cabinet, and
the MB53 mobile
mounting bracket

you have remarkable
flexibility for a wide
variety of av iation
communication uses.
The unit can be panel
mounted in your
aircraft for VFR use.

Alternatively it simply
slides into the MB53
bracket in your
vehicle, or the PS80
cabinet wherever you need to use it. To get the full
3 way communications versatility story talk to
the avionics experts at leom or your nearest
leom dealer.

Call free on 1800338915 or write to lcorn Australia Pty. Ltd.
7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3181 P.O. Box 1162
Ph : (03) 9529 7582. Fax: (03 ) 95298485. A.C. N. 006 092 575
Insert R426 o~ Information Feedback Card

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including
changes of address, membership
renewals, short term memberships,
rating forms and other administrative matters should be sent to:

Official Publication Of
The Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia
Skysailor appears 12 times per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95
Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor and the HGFA Board reserve
the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will
NOT be published. All contributions
should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address and HGFA
number for veri fication purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in
the HGFA. Copyright in articles and
other contributions is vested in each
of the authors in respect of their
contribution.
ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Suzy Gneist
PO Box 197
HELENSBURGH NSW 2508
Phone/fax 042 943732
E-mail: skysailor@om.com.au
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped, self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following
month's issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to financial members - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is
applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are:
Back cover
$225
Full page
$150
Half page
$75
$40
Quarter page
All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work
incur additional costs.
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Hang Gliding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558, TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel 069 472 888, Fax 069 474328

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.

President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W,
002 333311 Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, Ph/Fx 065 592713
Mobile: 018657419
For information about site ratings,
sites and other local matters, contact
the appropriate state association!
region or club.

Vice-president: Robert Woodward,
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA
5035, 08 2325405 w, 08 2977532 h,
082237345 fax
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
81, Lyons ACT 2606, ph/fax 06
2998792 H, 018 697820 W
Treasurer: Jenny Ganderton, 61
Patterson St, Forbes NSW 2871, 068
521455 W, 068 514148 h
Board Member: Lee Scott, High
Adventure Airpark, Pacific
Highway, Johns River NSW 2443,
ph/fax 065 565265
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
4301,018662328 W
Board Member: Rachal Bain,
111100 Chewing St, Page ACT
2614,062806033 w, 06 2548834 h,
06 2807074 fax
Board Member: Rohan Holtkamp,
RMB 236B Western Hwy, Trawalla
Vic 3373, ph/fax 053 492845
Board Member: Keith Lush, 5
Fortune St, South Perth WA 615 I,
093679066 w, 09 3673479 h, 09
4741202 fax
Paragliding Convenor
Fred Gungl, U2/47 Walkers Lane,
Bright Vic 3741, 015854455
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 29 1 Gloucester
NSW 2422, 018181071
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079 597105 H, 079 576483
W (Forward PHG Registrations to
HGFA Office, Turnut)
PUG Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042
94103 I ph/fx/tam
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager

States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
I B Park Ave, Tahrnoor NSW 2573
Pres. James Nathaniel (046) 810641
Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling 02 99384420 W,
02 99799069H; Sec. Ian Duncan 02
9189962; Treas. Glenn Salmon 02
9180091
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603 ; Pres.
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COVER PHOTO

Stuart McColl aero towing Dave Gillet and Trevor Woods
in a Moyes X2 - Photo by Larry Jones of the South Coast
Mlcrolight Centre
CREDITS

Cartoon
Typing & Layout
Printer

Duncan Kelly 06 2805605 W, 06
2814556 H, 018 625091; Sec.
Catherine Thorpe 06 2896456 W, 06
2917978 H, 018 630496; SSO. Peter
Dall 062813746 H, 06 2684139 W
Nth Qld:
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
4740. Pres. Gerry Gerus 019
617935, 070 34145 I ph/fx; Sec/Trs:
Ron Huxhagen 079 552913, 079
555133 Fx
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 61 5 I; Pres
Doug Trent: 09 4594702 H, 09
4516990 W; Sec Keith Lush 09
3673479 H, 09 3679066 W, fx:

D Gates
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Baliina

4741202; PG Rep Evan Williams 09
4585454 H; Trike Rep Graham
McDonald 09 3649226 H, 09
4186461B
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3 181; Pres
Rob Van Der Klooster: 052 223019
AH, 052 272523 BH; Sec Tony
Hughes: 052 438245 AH, 052
641091 BH
TasHGA
PO Box 543 Mowbray TAS 7248.
Sec. Steve Drinkald 003 267327 H
SAHGA
I Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph 08
2130660, Fax 08 2117115
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Clubs
Queensland

079793414
Sec. Sandy Gemmell
Cairns HG Club
079750232
Pres Ian Graham,
Publicity Officer
070954466
Hans Respondek
Sec Scott Payten
079721203
070316484 w, 558559 h
Sunshine Coast HG
Treas. Kasanda Brease
Club (Qld)
070558559
53 Yungar -S~
Vice Pres Nev Akers
Qla4573
"\
070512438 w, 532586 h
/ 1>res. Michael Powell
Capricorn
/ 074742249,
_'
Skyriders Club Inc
~ 1~_166320 _.,
Pres Brian Hampson
VIce-Pres Mal Price
079226527
074480038
Sec Geolf Craig
Secffreas. Cathy
079923137
Edmunds
Brian Smith
074463421
079287858
SSO.Dave Cookman
Canungra HG Club
074498573
Inc
Townsville HG Assoc
Pres. Dave Staver
Inc
0755453391
Pres Gary Rogers
Sec. Gordon Bieske
077 792645 H, 077
07555435149 H
538565 W
SSO. GeolfDossetor
Vice-Pres Peter Scarfe
07 55435631
077 212666 H, 077
PG Rep. Phil Hystek
721766 W
07 55437237
SSO Graeme Etherton
077 724467
ec Dave McManus
77 723043 H
Treas Steve Duncan
077 734930 H
Whitsundays HG Club
Pres. Wayne Smith

079513392
Secffreas Ron
Huxhagen 079 552913,
079 555122 Fx

New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club
Inc
Pres Brian Rushton
066290354
Sec Gavin Ray 066
847328
SSO Neil Mersham
066 858768; 018
441742
meet 1st Wed 7pm ea
month Bangalow
Bowling Club
Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres Russell Skillen
018404254
Sec Mark Steele
043321277
Treas Mick Hoipo
043282871
SSO Ian Duffy
018439612
2nd Wed The Entrance
RSL Club 7.30 pm
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065 558091

065545700 W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416
TIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top
Cafe, Mt Keira I st Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
SSO. James Nathaniel
046810641
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pro Roger Lilford
062815404 h
Sec. Lisa Ryrie
062359120,
062359060
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064576019 w,
064 567171 h
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Neil Glennon
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966
Mudgee District Sport
Aviation Club Inc
Sec. Darryl Ashlin
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Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328

9.00
I Cap
I Leather Key Ring - metal with full
colour enamel logo
6.95
I Metal Lapel Badge
4.95
I Car stickers
1.50
Embroidered badge
2.95
I Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices
I Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts
I available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money
I order, bankcard, visa and mastercard acceptphone orders welcome. Actual prices may
I ed,
vary from those shown. Terms: payment with
I
order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

: HGFA Schedule of Fees

I Membership Fees
1 12 months (FULL) Membership
$125
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership
$135
I (WA) 12 mths FULL Membership
$130
I Additional Family Member (12 months) $50
I Short Term Membership (4 months)
$45
I Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months) $45
I Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days
I available through instructors only
$15
1 (12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription only $50
Overseas (sent SAL)
$65
I Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$95

t~
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Initial issue (12 mths)
$150 pa
$40 qtr
(3 mths)
Instructor with Passenger Carrying
Endorsement annual renewal fee
$250
Training Facility - Inspection and/or
Approval fee
$80 •
PHG Instructor Examination & checkflights (payable to PHG Examiner)
$50
PHG Aircraft Registration (Initial issue) $100
PHG Aircraft Registration (Renew)
$50
Level I Club Coach (Valid for 4 yrs.
Issue & renewal - includes FAI Sporting
Licence, manuals, etc) #
$30
Level 2 Competitions Coach (includes
ACe training course, registration &
manuals, etc) ##
$30
FAI Sporting Licence (incl. HGFA
Comp Manual , Section 7 FAI Sporting
Code, Records Claim Pack (initial issue) $20
FAI International Pilot Proficiency
Identification Card (lPPI) Noncompetition flying overseas
$10
Competitions Manual
$10
Tow Guidelines
$nil
Replacement Operations Manual
$10
Replacement Ops Manual Binder
$15

NB: * Charged at $80 per half day of inspection plus
I Certificate & Insurance Fees
travel expenses (max. $250 per
I Powered Operations Insurance Levy
$20
inspection/approval).
I Passenger Endorsement annual
# To be introduced late 1995 or early 1996.
I renewal fee
$150
I Instructor Certificates (12 mths)
$150 pa,
## Includes all updated material from Level I.
I Initial issue (3 mths)
$40 qtr
There is no charge for PHG Temporary Satellite
Facility approvals.
ILInstructor
Certificates annual renewal fee$150
_____________________________
Passenger Carrying Endorsements:
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063742536
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063742092
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Peter O'Loughlin
049430158
Sec John O'Donohue
049549084
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715 H
Sec: Mjke Warner
024521217 H
02 99555099 W
0299555991 W fax
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674
Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258
Helensburgh NSW 2508
Pres. Rob Fakes
042942273 H
015237565
Sec. Karen Lederer
042942273
0411 362273
Treas. Ian Lobb
SSO Pascal Ferret
042943533
Next meeting noted in
newsletter.
Sydney HG Club
Pres Dick Helfer
023872613
Sec John Trude
02 8873371
Treas Greg Wilson
028184704
PR Mark Hellier
02 3515475
Sydney Paragliding
Club
Pres Peter Bowyer
025254175
Vice Pres Tim Gearing
042681725
Sec Deirdre Skillen
027275087
Treas Roger
Montgomery
022203199
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
TamworthlManilla
HGC
Pres. Andrew Smith
067712368
Brian Shepherd
067852182
SO Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
PG SO Godfrey
Wenness 067 856545
ACT
Canberra Sports
Aviation Club Inc
Pres. Allan Taylor
062886311
Sec. Robert Burns
062581181
Meet 1st Tues ea mth
The George Harcourt
Inn Gold Creek Rd
Gungahlin 8 pm

Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Pres. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
Sec. John Carter
037285203 H
SSO Harry Summons

059646055 H
Meet 3rd Wed York-OnLilydale, Lilydale
North East Victoria
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO Geoff
White
057501244 bh, 018
052793
Sec Karl TexJer Jnr
057501733
Treas David Romeril
057562216
Club meets I st Saturday
ea month Bright Shire
Offices 7.30 pm
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor &
Hope Tav Church St
Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres & Sec. David Mills
0398192712 H
03 92822448 W
1st Wed ea month Vine
Hotel, 59 Wellington St,
Collingwood
Southern Cross
Paragliding Inc
Pres. Kevin GingellKent
Sec. Craig Martinson
035928382
Meet last Wed of ea
month Anchor & Hope
Hotel 481 Church St
Richmond
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Tres. Andrew
McKinnon 03 4371069
Vice Pres. Nicole
Shalders 053 318178
Sec. Meg Bailey
053492845
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort

Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang
Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob
Stevenson 09 3647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas. Michael Derry
093415271
Cloud Base
Paragliding Club Inc
Pres Evan Williams
094585454
Sec Julian McPherson
093881584
Meet I st Wed,
Boulevard Ale House
East Vic Park
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Gary Bennett
093804357
Sec Anna Munt
093772021
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sallie
091 798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091 798655 H

SKYSAlLOR

From the Editor's
Keyboard
irstly, apologies to the
Gladstone pilots. I was at
the Old Station flyin at
Raglan on the long weekend and
was spotted disappearing through
the crowd so now I am in trouble
for not catching up with some of
you! I will definitely let you
know next time.

F

So here it is, my last issue of
Skysailor as editor. Has it really
been 7 years? It has flown past so
quickly. But I've learnt a lot!
I'd like you to join me in
congratulating Suzy Gneist on
becoming Skysailor's new editor,
as from the August issue. I'm sure you will all make her welcome and
give her every encouragement and assistance as many of you have
done for me over the years.
I must confess to a mixture of emotions as I write this. I feel sad
to be handing over the magazine because it has been a big part of my
life for so long now. I will definitely miss the many phone calls from
members. This telephone link has kept me in touch with the flying
world arid friends throughout Australia and overseas. Many of you I
feel J know very well even though we have never met face to face.
Thank you for your friendship; it's been a great source of pleasure.
I've noticed how the names of club executive have come and
gone; some members have been at the helm for as long as I have had

my job. Some pilots
have left the sport for
good and yet again in
the past year I' ve
noticed that some old
names are reappearing. Welcome back!

DON'T FOil·
GET!

I decided not
renew my contract
with
the
HGFA
June
because I believe it is
time for me to move
onto new challenges and also time for someone else to breath new life
into our publication. I'm looking forward to new opportunities that lie
ahead for me and also to having more time to fly once more. I' m also
looking forward to receiving my Skysailor in the mail and being able
to enjoy reading it from cover to cover!
So thank you members, the HGFA board, both past and present,
Ian Jarman, Craig Worth and Margaret, the many businesses within
the sport, the team at Quality Plus printers and the staff at Australia
Post in AIstonville; it's been great working with you all. Do give me a
call ifany of you come to northern NSW or fax or send a message via
e-maiI.Icanbefoundatmarie@om.com.au
To test my new-found freedom, I am joining a group of ultralight
pilots flying around Australia anti-clockwise, leaving Brisbane on
August 9th, in Darwin 14th, Perth 24th and so on ...
Goodbye for now and fly high,

PS : For those members awaiting cheques for articles and photos
and for material to be returned, the clean-up is about to happen.
Thank you for your patience!

Winter Stock Clearance Sale
Ord No
830

1207
1136
1221
New Stock
Doss
757
Demo
Instruments

Model
Blade Race
132
Blade Race
153
Blade Race
132
Blade Race
153
Blade Race
153
Sting 118
Brauniger
Comp varios

UEdge
Kevlar

U/S 1
Dk blue

U/S 2
FI pink

Price
$2800

Kevlar

Lilac

FI yellow

$3000

Kevlar

FI orange

Grey

$3600

Kevlar

Magenta

FI yellow

$3800

Kevlar

White

Lilac

$2950

Black

FI yellow

Dk blue

$1500
$732

Unit 22/30 Kalaroo Road, Redhead. NSW 2290
Phone (049) 499 199; Fax: (049) 499 395
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on this, however in the meantime suggests that I put a short note in
about the new heights etc. (See Operations Manager report)

s

Rather than try to describe them, could I ask that pilots flying
Stanwell make themselves aware of the new changes by either looking at the notice board or talking to the flying schools.
Thanks
Tim Gearing
PS I am a controller with the CAA so am concerned about airspace penetrations.

The Editor
Reserves and Human Error

Dear Marie

I decided to do the repack of my reserve as it had become just a
little overdue. When it had been repacked before I had simply
unpacked it, let it hang for a day or two and then had taken it to an
experienced repacker and helped them repack it.

Skysailor has been the best ever since you took over. Thanks for a
great effort. Now you can log your own flying hours instead of reading about someone else's; has it really been that long?

On this occasion I decided to really give it some air, so off to the
park. On inflating it, I found that my brand new, never been used,
carefully repacked reserve had a large human error attached to one of
the lines on the left hand riser (2 riser system).
The line in question did a loop around 5 of the other lines before
attaching to the correct place on the riser. As both risers are really the
one piece of webbing, it would make it impossible for this to have
happened after leaving the factory. So remember, when you get your
brand new whatever, there are humans making it, there are humans
operating the machine that is making it, there are humans programming the computer that operate the machine that make it and humans
that inspect it before it leaves the factory.

David, HGFA 45115

Dear Marie
I have just spoken to Craig Worth about the Airspace changes
around Stanwell Park effective 20 June. He is going to write an article

'96 NSW Hang Gliding
Tifles

The

V IDE 0

If you were there or you just wished you
were! You can see it in colour.
7 days of flying; see the launches, some
aerial footage of the gaggles, progressive
forecasts and goals, some briefings and
some making goal and the winners at the
post.
If you were there, you're famous! If you
were not, see how it's done.
Buy this one as there may never be
another.
Some copies of 1995 on request.
Just send $25 to Ross Duncan,
49 Highfields Pde,
Highfields NSW 2289

Phone/fax 049 431900
Includes video post & package
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As you hand over the reins to your successor, remember the good
times and be sure to submit your own articles, now that you are free to
fly.

Jules Makk, 53335, SE Qld
Editor s Note: Thanks Jules! Also, many thanks for your cartoon
contributions over the years. I'll no doubt see you at Mt Tamborine
or Beechmont sometime.
Marie

Dear Marie
There are a number of items I would like to discuss in the
Skysailor but firstly let me commend your magazine for a great cross
section for flex wing aviation news.
As a GA pilot, a glider (fix wing) pilot and foremost a trike pilot,
my colleagues and I have been very interested in reports by
Operations Manager, Craig Worth on accidents/incidents reports. The
reports are very beneficial to new and also the experienced pilots but
to a few they portray someone's misfortune and to read them is sadistic. However I feel you can never receive enough information, especially if it can save you from being a statistic.

I would strongly support Craig to continue with the reporting of
all accidents and incidences in future Skysailor contributions. During
one of the recent reports I was surprised at three engine failures of
trikes and as a result I am more than interested for more technical
information of these incidents.
Three failures of (well maintained) engines is something that
should be investigated further, the fact that an engine gives the trike
thrust and is totally dependant upon that constant thrust for safe take
off procedures I would be most interested in the type of engines, size,
hours (total time), maintenance routine and fuel mixture/type.
My second concern is the trike future within the HGFA. It
appears to me there is very little information and discussion to
involve trikies in regards to triking future, (this matter has been previously addressed by other members to our magazine). I feel we have
strong and dedicated federation members, a safe and great sport, an
excellent insurance, however, where are we going? I realise you can
make your own fun but if we want to promote our sport (as do other
aviation bodies) then we need to put our thinking caps on. I would
support a minimum of two meetings a year for trikies to meet for Fly
Ins - competitions, workshops etc with the support of the Federation.
I would also offer the facilities of Tumut Aero Club and our three
hangars to hold the first Fly In meeting to set a program for other Fly
Ins.
Please let me say that I am not stirring the pot but we need to
make our sport safer, our pilots more professional and to accomplish
this we need to communicate as trike pilots. I would hope the
Federation and in particular HGFA members would support this proposal.
Thank you.

Ben Dumbrell, 17229
Editor s note: Your letter has been passed on to Paul Haines as
requested. +

SKYSAILOR

For more information and application forms contact Barabara Utech
ph/fax 07 55437237 or Rachel Bain ph 06 2548834 ah.

AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING NATIONALS - HAY
28 December 1996 to 5 January 1997
Entry fee - $220 if received by 30 November 1996, $250 thereafter.
Entry fee includes information bookiet, map, film & processing
(back-up films at extra cost to pilots) and presentation night party.

Australian Competitions

Trophies will be awarded to 1st, 2nd and 3rd in the following categories:AA

Pilots ranked 1 - 25 on the National Ladder plus all international pilots

22-23 September 1996

A

Catering for all levels of competition with great prizes, trophies and
prize money. Contact the Cairns Hang Gliding Club secretary Scott
Payten 070 558559 h.

Pilots ranked 26 to 75 on the National Ladder + all other A
grade pilots

B

Pilots ranked 76 to 100 on the National Ladder

C

Pilots ranked over 100

Ladies

Will include Australian and International pilots

Gillies, Far North Queensland

EungeUa North Queensland
25 September - 2 October 1996.
Catering for all levels of competition with great prizes, trophies and
prize money. Contact Rob Saliba for accommodation and information
on 079 584509 or fax 069 584503.

A trophy will also be awarded to the Australian Sporting Champion.
A minimum of 4 paid entries per team to secure a strip. It's the pilots'
responsibility to organise themselves into teams. The competition is
open to all pilots who hold a towing endorsement and HGFA membership.
Cameras are essential, GPS permitted.

1996 Canungra Classic
Dates: 5-12 October 1996
Venue: Canungra
Area: SE Queensland
Maximum Entries: 70 pilots
Entry Fee: $170. To secure an entry please send refundable deposit
of$100.
Site fees : Beechmont and Tamborine $35
Entry Requirements: intermediate rating (or higher), data back camera, fun personality
Entries Close: 12 August 1996
Send entries to: Canungra Classic, c/o Tim Cummings, 193 Hawken
Drive, St Lucia, Qld 4067
Enquiries: Tim Cummings (07) 3870 1615

Womens Flying Skills Advancement Clinic
Manilla NSW
Tuesday 12th - Friday 15th November 1996
HGFA funding has been approved for this event. Confirmed dates and
venue are as above.
(4 day coaching clinic for advanced Novice pilots and upwards.
Airming to encourage and improve female particpation in cross country flying, with emphasis on increasing participation in state, national
and international competitions)

Objectives: developing and improving cross country flying skills,
(practical & theory); assessing and workinng on personal
strengths and weaknesses; meteorology - learning to read conditions; competitions - enjoying competition flying, setting personal goals and achieving them, strategies.
Coaches: Rohan Holtkamp and Fred Gungl

Womens Flyin - Manilla NSW
Saturday 16th & Sunday 17th November 1996
(2 day fun and informative social fly-in for Beginner-Advanced
pilots. Aiming to encourage and maintain growth of female participation in hang gliding, paragliding and trike fly ing)

Objectives: encourage and assist in the development of pilot
skills and experience; learn to set personal goals and achieve
them.
Coaches: Rohan Holtkamp & Fred Gungl

July 1996

Registration and enquiries should be forwarded to "Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club" C/- RMB 236B, Trawalla, Victoria 3373 together
with name, address and contact numbers and glider number if still on
from previous competitions.
Further enquiries should be directed to : Meg Bailey - 014 678871,
Phillip Campbell - 053 428569, Sandra Holtkamp - 053 492845

1997 BOGONG CUP
Date: January 6th-17th
Australia's premier alpine hang gliding event, held in the stunning
Ovens & Kiewa valleys
Registration Day
Administration Day
!Practice Day
Competition Rounds
Awards Ceremony
HGFA Sanction Rating:
Maximum no. of
Competitors:
Minimum rating:
Entry Fee :
Includes:

Monday 6th January 1997
Tuesday 7th
Wednesday 8th-17th
Wednesday 17th
AA
130
Intermediate with inland experience
$185
Substantial cash/prizes pool ($5000
minimum)

FbIina in the Canadian Rockies?
Check out

Wasa Lakeside Bed 8& Breakfast and
More,
the ultimate pilots' accommodations!
James Swansburg
http://www.cyberlink.bc.ca/-swanys/
Email swanys@cyberlink.bc.ca
6044223551 voice/fax,
Box 122, Wasa Lake, BC Canada VOB 2KO
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Note: NEW Skysailor
address and phone number:
PO Box 197 Helensburgh NSW 2508

042 943732
T-shirt ('Bravado' quality)
Laminated map
Awards Ceremony dinner
First 2 films
Daily film processing; Paid Officials; First Aiders on-site
Australia's best scenery and those infamous novelty prizes!
The Competition is offered in the following grades: Open/A, B, C,
Womens and Masters, with additional prizes reserved for A Grade
pilots ranked 21 and below.

Overseas Competitions
Russian Comps
30 July - 10 August - Siberia Cup (PG)
Please contact Vladimir Mitin, President of Altai HG & PG Assoc.
fax 3852260897, phone 3852 221487 or write Lenin Prospekt 69,
POB 67, 656015 Bamaul, Russia.

6th World Microlight Championships South Africa
Date: 31 July -10 August 1996
Entries required by 5 March 1996. Contact The Aero Club of South
Africa, tel. (011) 805 036689, fax (011) 805 2765

1996 U.S. National/Open Paragliding Championships and
Fly-in
24 July to 31 July with 31 July & 1 August reserve

30 places reserved until October 31 st for each of the following categories: International pilots; A Grade; B Grade; C Grade. Thereafter,
places allocated upon receipt of entry fee.

For additional information, call 206-689-6221 or address e-mail to
kurious@halcyon.com.

Send Entry Fee (cheque/bank cheque/money order payable to
BOGONG CUP), together with name, address, contact phone number
J.D.
number
(if
any)
to:
and
existing
glider
BOGONG CUP REGISTRATIONS, c/o P.O. Box 308, Bright,
Victoria 3741. Enquiries: Steve Stricek (057) 551503 6-10 pm only.

Gajab Mungkur Cup 1996 Wonogiri Java Indonesia

Accommodation enquiries: Mt Beauty Information Centre, Ph (057)
541267
Note: Places only confirmed after Entry Fee is received. The 1996
comp saw a Waitlist of 20 names, so get your Entry in NOW!!

Date: 14-25 August 1996
Opening ceremony 16th, comp days 17-25th, closing 25th
Entry fee: USD $150 or Rp 345,000. This includes discounted airfares
& excess baggage, accommodation discounts, one film & map, glider
transport & retrieval.
Possible total prize money US $7,500-10,000.
Initial registration for Australian pilots C/- HGFA office 069 472888.

Open de Portugal
Seia - Serra da Estrela

Cross Country Adventures
HERE WE GO AGAIN' Dec 96 and Feb 97 Adyentures.
We are going towing in the big air of Conargo. Last year's trip
was a great success with 10,000 feet being achieved and personal bests bettered with 100 \em flights not a problem. We
thermalled every day and everyone had a blast going cross
country.
IThe area of Conargo just north of Deniliquin is fantastic for
cross country flying. It's hot, flat, has a good road structure for
pickups and the fanners love us! Previous trips by Silent Flight
to this area have realised flights of 10,000 ft + and 160 km+,
not a problem.
Whether you're looking to relax or to have a hard core flying
experience this trip is for you.

This is an all inclusive hang gliding adventure,
hand
9 days flying
• Transfers to and from
All the tows you want
Canberra
Static line car tow
• Pickups, fly as far as you
Accommodation
can
Breakfast, lunch and
• Test flights on the latest
dinner
equipment
• Tips on XC flying
•
Daily weatherfax with
• The odd beer after flying
stuve diagram
• Experienced instructor on
ADVENTURE 1: Saturday 14/ 12/96 - Sunday 22112/96
ADVENTURE 2: Saturday 15/2/97 - Sunday 23/2/97
Book early to avoid disappointment.
Give Silent Flight a call for more information, hang gliding is
our business, not a problem.

•
•
•
•
•

Tove Heaney (06) 294 1466
77 Pocket Ave Banks 2906
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9-14 September 1996
Hang gliding - Open & National Championships
Paragliding - Parallel Open competition
Entry fee: U$130 (20,000 Escudos)
Includes : 7 nights free accommodation (shared) & breakfast, transport to take-off, main road retrievals, T-shirt, local maps & films,
Dinner party, special prizes for the 1st 10 in both hang and
paragliding.
Serra da Estrela is a 2000 metre high mountain located in the north
of Portugal near the Spanish border (Salamanca - Guarda)
For more info contact Miguel Santana, Delta Clube Estoril, ph
+351.1.9240056, fax +351.1.4671197, mob +351.931.256625

International Pamukkale Paragliding Cup '96
Test competition for lst World Air Games
Anatolia, Turkey
Date: 7-19 September 1996
The 1st World Air Games '97 will be organised at the same venue
on the same dates.
For further information contact HGFA 069 472888.

World Hang Gliding Series
20-25 August: Preddvor, Slovenia. Bojan Marcic, Ziebe Li, 61215
Medvode, Slovenia. TeUfax: +386 61 612646.

PWCA Provisional Calendar 1996
Chamonix, France
27 Aug - 1 Sep. Yves Mollier, tel ++33 5055 5281, fax ++335054
5295 ..
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Operations Manager's Report

A

recent issue of the Canada Sport Parachute Association's
magazine carried the following story:

Brisbane/Coolangatta VTCs

"A Canadian jumper travelled some 3.5 kilometres from 17, 000
feet under a P, 11 cell research canopy with a descent rate of
500 '/min. The jumper, Ted Dental, carried a handheld GPS and two
way radio; and wore a specially built vector harness with a solid
board seat saddle. Ground speeds of up to 63 mph (over 100 kph)
were realised. ..
There must have been some decent thermals around - and some
decent wind. Sounds like next we will need a "freefall
deployment" endorsement for our paraglider
pilots.
My program for club visits for the
coming months is as follows:
September - SE QldlByron Bay
November - NSW
January/February - Victoria
March - SA & WA
I will be contacting club executives
to discuss specific club meeting dates.

4000' limit now extends from near Bowser, through Everton, to
east of Myrtleford and includes all of Mudgegonga valley.
Tamborine and Beechmont Area
4000' limit remains.
7000' limit now runs along a line from North Tamborine, over Mt
Witheron to east of Mt Gipps and extends to west of Boonah.
Byron Bay, Tyagarah to McPherson Range
400ft limit remains and now abuts Ballina MTAF.
Canondale Area
Height limit now 7000'.
Canberra VTC

"... there have been many
changes to Control Zones
around major airports.
These changes will impact
on many of our sites. "

Instructor Training Course
There has been limited demand from would-be instructors,
so the next Instructor Training Course will not be held until next
Autumn. However, I am currently finalising a training program that
will allow prospective instructors to complete their training before
attending an HGFA Instructor Course.

Airspace Changes
As part of the CASA review of Australian airspace, there were
some changes introduced on June 20 last. This included introduction
of alphabet labelling of airspace. This labelling system is explained in
the HGFA Operations Manual Section 6.8. These changes will not
affect our operations, as it is basically the same old classification system with different names.
However, there have been many changes to Control Zones around
major airports. These changes will impact on many of our sites. I
ask that all clubs controlling sites near CTA ensure that their members
are made aware of any changes that affect them. Note that we are
required to avoid CTA steps by 500' vertically. Following are some
changes that affect our busier sites.

400ft limit now encompasses Lake
George, south to Michelago and east
to near Pig Hill.
Pig Hill now has a 4500' limit.
Cairns VTC
4000' limit north of Gillies launch.

Many other changes to CTA have been
introduced. Please refer to the appropriate VTC
for your area. The current VTCs which include
these changes became effective on 20 June, 1996.

Towing Tension
I have received reports of some pilots towing with far too much
tow tension at low level. Section 5.4 of the HGFA Towing Procedures
Manual reads:
"1t is essential that the tow tension for take off and the first 100'
of climb be reduced to prevent the glider "zooming " up at a high
angle of attack near the ground. The amount of reduction in tension
should vary dependant on the wind strength, as follows:
Hang gliders:
Strong winds: apply one third of maximum tension;
Moderate winds: apply one halJmaximum tension;
Light winds: apply two thirds of maximum tension.
Paragliders:
Apply one third of maximum tension in all wind strength.

All heights are above sea level.
SydneyVTC
StanweU Park Site:
1. Height limit above launch is now 2000'.
2. Height limit south of Coalcliff increases to 4000'.
3. Boundary of 1000' limit now foUows the coastline south to
Coalcliff.
4. Height limit south of Coalcliff is now 4000'.
5. North of launch - 500' limit begins at Wattamolla (Garie).
Sydney Northern Beaches Sites
Height limit now 2000'.
AJburyVTC
Sites around Beechworth, Buckland Gap
Height limit now 4000'
Myrtleford area.
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SAILMAKING
EXPERIENCED REPAIRS TO

HANG GLIDER SAILS
Liz Hird (066) 84 7 969
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Once the glider has climbed above J 00 ', the tow tension can be
increased to two-thirds to three quarters of maximum tension, dep endant on conditions.
Only after the glider has reached a height of at least 500 ' should
maximum recommended tow tension be applied.

Note: Maximum Tow Tension is the tension that under average
towing conditions causes the glider to climb at an acceptable rate in
a controllable manner. This tension will vary dependant on the
weight of the pilot and size/model of glider.
Low altitude, low tension; high altitude, higher tension.
Maximum line tension should not exceed 95 kg. "
To use more than the recommended tow tension is not only
unnecessary but very dangerous. High tow tension near the ground
can lead to a lockout or weak link break at low level - with insufficient time to recover from a high bank and/or nose-high attitude.
I have also received reports of pilots using weak links that exceed
the recommended one "g" strength - again courting disaster.

Accidents
No J

Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Location:

Intermediate Pilot
35 hours
Intermediate hang glider
Fractured upper arm
One broken upright
Inland landing field

Description: On final landing approach the pilot realised he was
too high, having misjudged the approach and the sloping paddock. He
was able to clear a fence at the end of the paddock but not another 15
metres further on, hit the fence, breaking arm.

Comments: The pilot could have turned along the fence line and
landed across the slope. He stated after the accident that he had not
wanted to walk too far back to the car. It is imperative to have a preplanned alternative when landing. Dare I say: safety should not be
compromised for the sake of convenience.
N02

Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Location:

Microlight Pilot Instructor
160 hours
Pegasus Q 462 microlight
Fractured leg, hip and pelvis; puncture wounds
Complete write off
Inland airport

Description: After repairs to wing and engine by the owner of the
aircraft, the pilot planned to warm up the engine for his CFT to test
fly, with an assistant holding the nose of the aircraft. Being unfamiliar with this model microlight, the pilot mistook the throttle for the
choke, and with full throttle applied, the engine started first pull. The
assistant was unable to prevent the aircraft from moving forward and
as it ran over the assistant, the pilot jumped in and tried to untie the
control bar. By the time this was accomplished the microlight was 30
feet in the air in a nose high altitude. At this point the engine
stopped, the microlight stalled and nosed into the ground at around
60 degrees negative angle of attack. The pilote?) was thrown into the
sail - no helmet, no harness.
Comments:There had been a rag inadvertently left in the air cleaner
during engine repairs that caused the engine to stop. Obviously the
pilot should have hit the kill switch immediately the engine fired ; or
more importantly taken time to become familiar with aircraft controls
before start up. The controls on this aircraft were positioned opposite
to those on the pilot's own aircraft.
Fly safely,
Craig Worth oft

Australia 's Leading & Largest
~~ Aitr4fuvrA 7~ ~

• Australian Flight Toors • Paragliding

* Hang Gliding. Microlltes

Attention Novice and Intermediate Pilots
High Adventure Airpark will be conducting Coaching Weekends for novice and intermediate pilots ,
both hang gliding and paragliding , on the dates of:
27-2Bth
July
24-25th
August
31st-September 1st
August
15th-16th
September

As the Laurieton area has flight sites ranging from 300 ft - 1800 ft for all wind directions and a winter
west-south-west site with a 9 kilometre ridge 1600 feet high, it makes an ideal location to run these
coaching camps.
The objective of the coaching weekends is to improve pilots' soaring, landing, takeoff and thermal
skills and if all is going well, cross country. Also pilots of the same level will meet one another for future
flying. We will be evaluating pilots' skills by the way of video and skill sheets, with morning and evening
seminars.
Requirements: You will need:
*

Your own glider

*

UHF radio

*

Toothbrush

Cost: $80 per weekend and includes transport to and from flight sites and 2 nights' accommodation
with breakfast at the Airpark. LIMITED to 75 pilots only.
Don't miss out! Contact Lee Scott on 065 565265 NOW.

High Adventure, Pacific Highway, Johns River NSW 2443
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Air Heads and Comp Pilots
By Elgar Starkis

being hurt or killed! What's the problem
Greg?

"Strengthen
the
feeble
hands, steady the knees that
give way; say to those with
feeble hearts, 'Be strong, do
not fear; your God will
come... " Isiah 35-3

Sporting Stresses

When I saw Greg Nonnan once again
"drop his bundle" at Augusta and relinquish
a seemingly unbeatable lead in the US
Masters, I am sure that millions of sportsmen
around the world agonised for the big guy in
his moment of defeat. Given that his losses
at golf are under conditions of extreme mental pressure, I wonder if conditions in competition golf in fact parallel those of the competition paraglider pilot?

One suspects that the key stress element
with golf is that the major event ie the swinging of the club and hitting of the ball is an
extremely high precision movement requiring superb levels of concentration and mind
power over a large number of muscles in the

Having confidence in your own
ability, glider sperformance
and a strong will to win makes
for a formula where pilots will
make calculated risks to stay
up longer and go further.

Let us examine some of the things that
competition pilots have to think about.

1. Weather:
Wind strengths; Thermal strengths; cloud
development (degrees of turbulence); inversions; predicted
changes;
unexpected
changes. In summary, generally extremely
variable; no two days are likely to be the
same; any day can change rapidly and unexpectedly. (In golf the fairways and greens
don't alter very much from day to day or
hole to hole, although strong winds are a
problem.)

2. Equipment:
Gliders are generally high aspect, high
performance "twitchy wings", requiring constant, active piloting, no time to relax or take
your mind off the job during a comp task.
Varios, GPSs, harnesses, reserves, databack
cameras and maps all require attention,
preparation and maintenance of a high standard to ensure their proper function . (Golf
clubs generally require a bit of a clean-up of
the striking surface.)

3. Tasks:
Generally tasks are completely different
from day to day eg races to goal, either
straight line or via a number of turn points;
tarp starts or open distance from varying
launch points in all different directions. (The
golfer of course plays his 4 rounds on the
same course each day, with the holes in the
same order.)
Wait a minute, why is there so much
mental pressure with golf? Their feet never
leave the ground! There is little danger of
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he thought; his only comment about fear was
that he enjoyed being scared and getting
through it: that was the essence of the challenge."
Unfortunately this is not a subject much
spoken about. Showing fear or talking about
being afraid is not a macho thing to do, especially in what is perceived as a macho sport.
Yet fear is certainly present. I know of at
least 2 competition pilots who have gi ven up
competing due to frightening experiences
while flying. We have probably all seen
pilots on launch exhibiting signs of nervousness, not unlike someone about to make a
speech in public, hands and voice trembling,
eyes as big as saucers. Successful comp
pilots however seem to me to be quite different on launch. They mostly appear to go into
their own zone of concentration while setting
up and preparing for take off.
A cricketer going out to bat has a similar
mind set. He concentrates on good preparation of his gear, pads, gloves, box, helmet,
and goes through the bowler's bag of tricks
in his mind prior to going out, having studied

body. Minor variations in body movement
can result in a failed shot. For 3 hours in each
round a golfer struggles with mind and body.
Paragliding stress is I think quite different to golf and other sports. Relatively sloppy turns in most thermals would not greatly
disadvantage a comp pilot. (Exceptions being
narrow short lived "bullets" or weak thermals.) There is not the same subtlety and precision of sudden movement required, rather
what is needed is concentration akin to a carpenter hand sawing a thick piece of wood
along a straight line. He must concentrate for
a prolonged period of time to stay on line (in
the thermal). He must then measure up the
next piece of wood (establish where the next
thermal is), draw the line (set his course) and
saw the next piece of wood when he's found
a suitable piece (core the next appropriate
thermal).

BRIGHT POWERED
lIANG GLIDING
·Ttlb '11011 h.w MUH

~·TrUu

Pilot, HRI' Mor r

~·Tr lkr

THE ONLY PLACE TO LEARN
at the

Porepunkah Airfield
only 3 hrs North East of Melbourne

AU Year Round Teaching
Nothing But the Best!

Okay, so if minor variations in body
movement are not stressful, what (if anything) is? Is this stress a problem or a restriction on success?
An instructor once remarked to a group
of pilots, "Anyone who says they aren't
scared every time they launch is lying." Is
this true? Is the fear of injury or death always
present in a comp pilots mind? Does this in
fact enhance or retard performance?

Amy Anderson wrote in an article in
Cross Country; "There seems to be a very
fine line in this sport between enjoying yourself and being s .. t scared. I spoke to a top
comp pilot about this concept and asked what

Trike Pilots have

MORE FUN!
BRIGHT POWERED lIANG GLIDING
The Only Place to Learn

Greg & Rosemary Withers
22 Ashwood Ave, Bright, Vic 3741

Ph (057) 501 555
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EDELNEWS
The latest top intermediate canopy from
Edel, the Saber, has successfully passed the
ACPUL performance class test in all four
sizes (small through to extra large). In addition, the medium and large sizes have already
been accredited for DHY Class II certification and passed with flying colours. Medium
and extra large Sabers are undergoing testing
as we go to press.

Camden Haven Spring Festival

also use the numerous take-off points available in the area.

The
Camden
Haven
Promotions
Committee and Local Mid North Coast Hang
Gliding club is running a fly-in and display
for Trikes, Ultralights, Paragliders and Hang
gliders on the 5th-7th of October, (the
Labour day long weekend) in conjunction
with the Camden Haven Spring Festival.

We invite manufacturers and importers of
all types of aircraft to attend, also recreational pilots and pilots who have an appropriate
licence and certified aircraft to conduct introductory
flights
are very
welcome.
Introductory Flights will be advertised in the
paper, TV Media and sign boards on the
Pacific Highway. You will need to contact
Lee Scott ASAP to give your details to the
media on 065565265.

Trike and ultralight operations will operate from the Camden Haven Airport on the
Pacific Highway 30 kilometres south of Port
Macquarie NSW, which is a manicured 1000
metre grass strip. Accommodation and
hangar facilities are available at the strip by
contacting Bob Furness on 065 594281 .
Early birds get the space! Aero and winch
towing of hang gliders and paragliders will
be conducted at the High Adventure Airpark
just 4 kilometres south of the Camden Haven
strip. Accommodation is also available at the
Airpark. Hang gliders and paragliders can

The local Port Macquarie shire council is
all in favour of sports aviation in the area and
we invite all those interested to attend, as this
is a trial run for bigger and better things to
come. There are no entry or sites fees to be
paid, so see you on the 5th.
For Further information contact Lee
Scott on PhlFax 065 565265 .

Edel's latest competition wing, the
Sector, is currently undergoing the SHY
(AFNOR) test and will be available locally
before the start of next season. The Sector
has already been outstandingly successful in
competitions world wide - including winning
the 1996 Australian Open.
At last we have managed to get some
stocks of the latest hot selling Edel flying
suit. The Kevlar, nylon and polyester suits
have a superb cut - guaranteed to fit the most
extreme body shapes without sagging. They
come in a range of groovy colours, and use
the latest high tech materials from Du Pont
and Scotchguard and feature special low friction full length zippers for easy fitting. Sizes
from small through to large are all $A350, a
real bargain for this quality.
Our new top of the range Prolite Harness,
is also now available after extensive testing.
Retailing for $A850 the Prolite boasts automatic buckles, a seat extension board, side

**** ATTENTION ALL PILOTS ****
NEW HGFA merchandise, which
includes our Polo shirts and Rugby
tops.

HGFA MERCHANDISE
Polo Shirt (featuring HGFA logo) white, green & navy
(sizes 16,18,20,22,24)
@
Rugby Top (featuring HGFA logo) navy & green
$40 .00
(sizes 16,18,20,22,24)
@
Cap with HGFA colour logored, blue or navy
$9.00
@
Leather Key Ring - metal with colour enamel logo
$6.95
@
Metal lapel badge with colour enamel logo
$4.95
@
Embroided Sew-On badge (No Post & Packing)
$2.95
@
HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video
$55.00
@
HGFA Competitions Manual
$10.00
@
HGFA Towing Manual
$10.00
@
Beginning Coaching (Aust. Sports Commision)
$15 .00
@
Better Coaching (Aust. Sports Commission)
$20.00
@
Topographic Maps (1 :100,000 or 1:250,000 etc .
$7.00
Provide details separately)
@
$10.00
HGFA Operations Manual *
@
$15.00
HGFA Ops Manual Binder *
@
$8.00
HGFA Log Book *
* Replacement Prices only - (These items are issued free with initial
Full Membership)
@
$3.00
POST AND PACKING (BULK ORDERS SENT
C.O.D.)

@

$30.00
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pockets, a brand new back protection system
and heaps more quality features. Now in
stock.
Please write or call for your copy of our
20-page 1996 Edel catalogue.

Melbourne Paragliding Centre
TRAVEL NEWS
Two destinations for the winter months :

BalilIndonesia:
Ten day trip in early September. Enjoy a
great holiday in a warm and sunny country.
Great relaxing coastal flights, breathtaking
thermal flights from the top of live volcanoes
and a dollar value you wouldn't believe ...
Early birds can go on the list for the
Hanuman competition in August based out of
Jakarta in Java. Contact us for costing
details.
Booking deadline: End of July.

New Caledonia
After the success of last year's trip to the
New Caledonia Open, we are forced to do it
again. This year the competition will be held
in late October for 10 days, and promises
great flying and a fantastic ambience (French
for atmosphere). A great way to get a head
start in your competition season. Number of
places available limited. Great prize money ...
Contact us for costing details.
Booking deadline: mid September.
If you want a more relaxing holiday on
the same Pacific paradise island, the local
paragliding school is organising two sevenday tours for foreign pilots. Dates are
September 21-28 and November 23-30.
Contact us for costing and booking details.

surface divided in
half from tip to tip
in white and one
of the
above
colours. We all
managed to test
fly the Soul and
were
very
impressed by the
improvements in
handling and ease
of inflation, altogether a very nice
wing that gives
very little away to
high performance
wings.
We also managed to try UPs
new harness for
96 which is called
the Captain and is
the top of the
range. It features a
new air backplate
with lateral protection and IS
incredibly comfortable. This harness has been
man ufactured
using a new material which is both
stronger
and
lighter. There is
heaps of storage
for XC pilots and
there are 2 sizes
of container available for the rear mounted
reserve. The harness will be available in 3
different sizes, SIMIL.

For more details on any of the above, call
Charly or Jeremy on 03 97702400 teVfax or
write to MPC, PO Box 3010, Auburn, VIC,
3123

UP & AWAY is also handling a new
range of clothing called Skywear. This range
of clothing has been designed and produced
by ex Skyline employees, looks great and
oozes quality.

UP AND AWAY

For those looking for a reserve check out
the Profile available in 3 sizes with
Guteseigal certification.

UP & Away goes to the land of the rising
sun. And what a trip, checking out all the
new products and taking time out to test fly
the new range of wings from UP, Persche,
Freex, Hathor that have been released for
96/97, hard work that somebody had to do.
Reluctantly Danny, Pascal and the newcomer
to UP team Peter Bowyer agreed to take the
challenge. The new range from UP comprises the Boogie which is aimed at the beginner/intermediate. This glider has Guteseigal
1-2 classification.
Followed by the high performance/intermediate glider called the Soul, Gut 2. Then
their new high performance glider called the
Escape, Gut 3. The new range of gliders have
all benefited from the recent upgrade to the
CAD system and laser technology to help
produce cleaner sails. The new colour
scheme comprises of magenta, orange, or
turquoise on the top surface, with the bottom
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COMING SOON
New harness for comp pilots, aerodynamic design, built in ballast container and
backplate.
A new range of flight instruments and
paragliding boots from UP.
New model power pack, quieter, more
powerful, electric start, 5.5 litre fuel tank, 3
blade prop, all-up weight 21 kilos (dry).
Come and check out the WHISPER, give us
a call.
Cross Country courses at the Flatlands.
Get your tow endorsement before the start of
the season and attend our seminars on flying.
A HANG & PARAGLIDING SHOP
OPENING SOON IN STANWELL PARK.
The shop will feature all brands of hang gliding and paragliding accessories. Just the
place for these blown out days. Come in

browse around, try out that new harness,
watch a video, have a coffee, hand over your
pay packet, organise that trip away, join in
with the highly exaggerated flying stories
etc. etc.

FLY HIGH AND SAFE AND
REMEMBER, TOO MUCH
FLYING'S BARELY ENOUGH!
For more info contact UP AND AWAY
PhlFax 042 943240. Mobile 015 896881

PARAGLIDING WORLD CUP
ASSOCIATION - NEWS
RELEASE
Due to poor weather conditions, no valid
tasks were run at either the April PWC in
Feltre nor the May PWC in Gresivaudan
(near Grenoble).
Therefore overall ranking remains as
after the Venezuelan PWC.
We therefore hope the weather will look
favourably on us for our next event in
Zillertal (24-30 June). We hope to see you
there.
Results of the Venezuelan event, plus
Rules and other information are now available at Web site
http//lappc-th4.in2p3.frlfliss
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This site will be updated during and after
each competition.
We take this opportunity to invite your
comments on the PWCA and any matter
relating to the World Cup competition. Any
comments and suggestions must reach us at
least 10 days before the PWC Final in
Chamonix to be considered for discussion at
the General Assembly. We hope to hear from
you, as your input, whether praise, proposals
or criticism, is invaluable.
Joe HayLer. GeneraL Secretary
13 May 1996

anywhere in the ACT, contact either the Asso(~ia1Ii6tfPreskteiht
. .officer. whose details appear on theJ,i .' .•'
. ......
- pl@.ase a.ssistus .
.... .

Australian Importer Required
Cross Lazer is a Belgium company looking for an Australian importer of their range
of paragliding and hang gliding helmets. The
company is a leading European manufacturer
of helmets for the motorbike. jetski and
paragliding and hang gliding markets.
For further details send a stamped self
addressed envelope to Skysailor or fax Denis
Lamouline on 32 61 229460 or email
denisl@ibm.net

sized pilots thanks to the removable seat
extension.

New FAI Attempts
CLaim # 3035:

New Charly Product
The Charly Novum is Charly 's top
paragliding harness with an integrated back
container and speed-shifting system. With
the use of the foot stirrup. the pilot can lift
back with ease into the more aerodynamic
prone position. As the position of the centre
of gravity changes the hips are lifted and the
shoulder straps loosened. Drag has been further reduced by the selective use of neoprene
in the back and on the rescue system container, with storage space greatly enlarged. The
Charly Novum can be adapted to various

Sub-class: 0-3 (Paraglider); Category :
Multiplace; Type of record: Straight distance;
Performance: 200.0 km; SITE: KURUMAN
AIRFIELD (SOUTH AFRICA); Pilot:
Richard WESTGATE (UK); Paraglider: UP
Pick-Up 43; Date: 23 December 1995;
Previous World Record : 168.5 km (Pierre
FAUCON - 13 November 1995)
CLaim # 3065:

Sub-class: 0-3 (Paragliding); Category:
Feminine; Type of record: Straight Distance;
Performance: 229 km; Pilot: Kat Thurston
(UK); Paraglider: type to be advised; Place:

ATTENTION!!! AI/female hang and paragliller pilots
Women's Flying Skills Advancement Clinic
Women's Fly-In 1996
NL'lV dates: 12-15 tit November 1996.

It's on again! This time we are heading north.
Following on from tht: Womcn 's Flying Skills Advancement Clini<:, this is a weekend
for all female hang glidcr ami pa raglider pilots . Low airtime pilots an; especially encouraged to come along! This is not a competition hut an opportunity to get together with other
women , !ly together, learn from one another and have a great time .
There will he seminars on the weather, cross-country !lying, a parachute repack session
and lots of !lying! Rohan Holtkamp and Fred Gungl will be on hand to provide coaching
over the weekend.
Where : Manilla is situated about 60 km s north of Tamworth in Northern NSW. It has
sites covering most wind directions providing good consistent !lying and excellent crosscountry polt:ntial.
Whell : 16th ami 17th Novt:mbt:r 1996. Mark tht:st: datt:s in your diary now l
('ost: You nt:t:d to cover the cost of your own food and accommodation . Transport up
and down tht: hill will ht: shart:d .

Mort: information on accommodation options will 1'01 10\\' hut it is not t::\pt:nsivt: .

Kuruman airfield (South Africa); Date: 23
December 1995; Current World Record:
182.3 km (Kat thurston - 19 November
1994); Other claim pending: 285 km (Kat
Thurston - 25 December 1995)
CLaim # 3066:

Sub-class: 0-3 (paragliding) ; Category :
Feminine; Type of record: Gain of Height;
Performance : 3300 m; Pilot: Kat Thurston
(UK); Paraglider: type to be advised; Place:
Kuruman airfield (South Africa); Date: 23
December 1995; Current World Record:
2971 m (Verena Muehr - 13 December
1991); Other claim pending: 4 345 m (Kat
THURSTON - 01 January 1996)
CLaim # 3090:

Sub-class: 0-1 (Hang Gliding - controlled by weight shift); Category: General;
Type of record : Distance over a triangular
course; Performance: 205.0 km; Pilot: Jo
BATHMANN (Germany); Hang glider:
Bautek Sunrise; Place: Schmittenhohe
(Austria); Date: 17 June 1996; Current World
Record: 196.1 km (James G. LEE Jr. - 04
July 1991)
CLaim # 3093:

Sub-class: 0-3 (Paragliders); Category :
Multiplace; Type of record: Distance over a
triangular course; Performance: 54.4 km;
Pilot:
Bernhard KOLLER (Germany);
Passenger: Sindja FRI1Z; Hang glider: Freex
Frantic Twin; Place: Nebelhorn (Germany);
Date: 19 June 1996 (to be confirmed);
Current World Record: NEW
CLaim # 3094:

Sub-class: 0-3 (paragliders) ; Category:
Multiplace; Type of record: Speed over a 50
km triangular course; Performance: 10 kmlh ;
Pilot:
Bernhard KOLLER
(Germany);
Passenger: Sindja FRI1Z; Hang glider: Freex
Frantic Twin ; Place: Nebelhorn (Germany);
Date: 19 June 1996 (to be confirmed);
Current World Record: NEW

If you art: inlt.:restt:d please give Rachael a ring on (06) 254 8834 as soun as possibk .
(Barb Utt:ch who is organising thi s yt:ars Jl y-in is prese ntly 011' Ihing in Spain !) Or drop
Rachat:1 Sai n a lint: and mail it to : 11 11 00 Chewi ngs SI. Page ACT 2614 .
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Claim # 3073:
Sub-class:
0-3
(Paraglider);
Category: Multiplace;
Type of record: Gain
of
height;
Performance:
4380
metres;
Site:
Kuruman
(South
Africa); Pilot: Richard
WESTGATE
(UK);
Paraglider: UP PickUp 43; Date: 01
January
1996;
Previous
World
Record: 4150 m (Urs
HAARl
30
November 1992)

f

Claim # 3067:

Towing strips from 2000 fl during the Flatlands at Forbes
Photo by Michael Coates Photography

New FAI Records
FAI has now homologated the following
records:

Claim # 2204:
Sub-class: 0-3 (ParagJider); Category:
Multiplace; Type of record: Straight distance;
Performance: 144.4 km; Site: Cabo Paquica
(Chile);
Pilot: Antoine HAINCOURT
(France); Paraglider: Edel Space Tandem;
Date: 26 November 1994; Previous World
Record: 120.0 km (Roland WURGLER - 03
August 1994)
Note: This record has since been superseded twice by Pierre FAUCON and Richard
WESTGATE (details below)

Claim # 3035:
Sub-class: 0-3 (Paraglider); Category:
Multiplace; Type of record: Straight distance;
Performance: 168.5 km; Site: Cabo Paquica
(Chile); Pilot: Pierre FAUCON (France);
Paraglider: Edel Galaxie Bi; Date: 13
November 1995
Previous World Record: see above notification # 2204 - 144.4 km (Antoine HAINCOURT - 26 November 1994)
Note: This record has since been superseded by Richard WESTGATE (details
below)

Claim # 3035:
Sub-class : 0-3 (Paraglider); Category:
Multiplace; Type of record : Straight distance;
Performance: 200.0 km; Site: Cabo Paquica
(Chile); Pilot: Richard WESTGATE (UK);
Paraglider: UP Pick-Up 43; Date: 23
December 1995; Previous World Record: see

July 1996

above notification # 3035 - 168.5 km (Pierre
FAUCON - 13 November 1995)
Please
note
that FAI has now
cancelled the following Class 0
record claim:

Sub-class:
0-3
(Paraglider);
Category: Feminine;
Type
of
record:
Straight
distance;
Performance:
285 .0
km; Site: Kuruman
(South Africa); Pilot:
Kat
THURSTON
(UK); Paraglider: Nova Xyon 22; Date: 25
December 1995; Previous World Record:
182.3 km (Kat THURSTON - 19 November
1994) \10
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Claim # 2300:
Sub-class: 03
(paraglider);
Category:
Multiplace; Type
of record: Straight
distance;
Performance :
145.39 km; Pilot:
Beni SCHILLING
(Switzerland);
Hang
glider:
Advance
Bi ;
Place:
Cabo
Paquica (Chile);
Date:
20
December 1994;
Reason for cancellation: this performance did not
improve the performance set by
Antoine
Haincourt (144.4
km) by the minimum
required
margin of 1%.
The current World
Record is: 200 Jan
(Richard WESTGATE
23
December 1995)

In consultation with the HGFA we are delighted
to announce the development of new HGFA
approved insurance options for all members.
We can offer:
• Affordable "Flight Risks" Personal Accident/Injury/Illness
Cover
• Options for insurance of Trikes and Hang Gliders:
* Limited transit risks plus fire & theft or...
* Full cover Ground &Transport or...
* Full Aircraft policy - Flight, Taxying, Ground & Transport
As Registered General insurance brokers, with special expertise in
aviation insurances, we have the experience and qualifications to
assist all members with a broad range of insurance advice and
cover placement. We currently handle the HGFA Liability Scheme
as well as specialist services for a number of other aviation
Associations.

Please contact us for expert aviation insurance advice.
HGFA Insurance Scheme Administrator,
Kevin Chamberlain, Chamberlain Knights pty Ltd,
Insurance Brokers ACN 002 493 521

Phon. 02 8684044, Fax 02 8685262
PO Box 329, EPPING NSW 2121
Approved and initiated by the HGFA for the Members
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By David Ferreira
I never realised that it was so difficult to read a map while you are
flying.
I changed jobs at the end of January 1995
and as a result was not eligible to have any
holidays till the end of January 1996. This
really left only the NSW Hang Gliding State
Titles as a competition to fly in so I set my
sights on being there.
In the middle of 1995 I was flying an
intermediate glider with a novice rating and
having only a limited inland and no competition experience, a plan was set out to make
sure that between March 17 - 23rd I would
be at Manilla and attempt to be competitive.
My entry into the comp was the first of
any pilot and gained me the pilot number I.
This the only time number one appeared next
to my name.
Next came the purchase of an advanced
glider, the earning of an intermediate rating,
some fitness work and with a little bit of
inland flying, I was ready.
The comp started on Sunday 17th and
there was forty competition pilots ranging
from Mark Newland and Craig Koomba to
absolute beginners like myself.
When you look forward to something so
much it is disappointing to be looking at gag-

tfie

'Bomb

gle after gaggle flying over you from the
bomb out and wondering what their secret is.
It is easy to ask them questions later at the
pub when they arrive with tales of kilometres
travelled and climb outs from only feet above
the deck but the answers don't exactly help.
I found out that launch order is very
important. It was an open launch at Manilla
so on day one I took off first. It seemed like
good conditions with light cycles up the face .
I was also the first pilot in bomb out and
waved 'bye to all the guys who climbed
above the hill and on to Uralla 80 \em away.
The next day it seemed that maybe taking off
last was the go. This was a bit more successful and no one flew over me this time. Taking
off last means there is no one to fly over you
and I never realised that it was so difficult to
read a map while you are flying. Landing
way off course also means no one will fly
over you. The property I landed on was
shearing so nobody could give me a lift till
the wool was bailed. Yes, I helped out and
now know the difference between Merino
bellies and cross bred tailings.
Another bomb out followed the next day
and crawling away into a hole was an option
seriously considered. Myself and Clive
Warman were battling for the wooden spoon
and when a twisted ankle on landing put him
out for two days it took the pressure off.
Thanks Clive.

Launch at Borah East, Manilla during the NSW State Titles '96
Photo Steven Phan

Out

I was desperate to learn how the top
pilots made it seem so easy to find the lift
and stay in it. So I started to ask questions.
Hundreds of them. When we were waiting
for launch conditions to improve I cornered a
gun (thanks Craig) and got him to point out
trigger points in the valley. Scenario after
scenario was discussed. What if you were
1000' above that hill heading west in sink
and... What would you do? How do they
kTIow when to launch? How do you know if
it's a racing day? What course would you
take to get to ... Everyone I asked was happy
to answer my questions; let's face it, I was
not a threat.
Late in the competition luck started to go
my way and I got some air time. This gave
me the opportunity to practice flying best
glide and minimum sink, and to test out all
the theory learnt on the hill.
The highlight of the comp was the last
day when twenty odd pilots made it to goal. I
made it after a re-fly and could be heard
screaming out from 4000 ft. What a great
feeling.
Thanks to Bilo for organising a great
event.

Lessons Learnt
Tie your glider onto the roof tightly.
Check your glider after it falls off the
car before you get to the top of the hill.
Don't use low profile tyres for four
wheel driving. It cost me two popped
tyres.
Don't use Laurie (Manilla) as a driver.
He is a truckie with the worst sense of
direction ever (thanks Mick for directing him to the bomb out.)
Stay away from the wool labelled fly
blown.
Don't do aerobatics above goal. The
excitement can impair your judgement.
Don't take good looking teenage girls
to a bomb out. They cause too much of
a distraction.
Agree on a price for a driver before
you use them.
Take off about a quarter of the way
through the field. Let the good guys fly
past you and watch where they fly.
Land into the wind (Walter.)
Don't believe stories about thermalling
spiders but it's true that wedgies lift up
sheep and carry them away (a
landowner told me.)
P.S. My driver kept asking where I was
and if I was on the ground on the last day.
He said that he wasn't used to me being in
the air for so long. +
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Nationals and Pre PWC, Bright
- Australia
By Brian Webb
eather Stricek, organiser of the International
Hang Gliding 'Bogong Cup' competition
directed the ftrst PWC style competition held
in Australia. This Pre PWC ran in February of this
year, the venue was Bright, North East Victoria, a
major hang gliding and paragliding centre of
Australia. Harry Buntz, very recently returned from
Venezuela, was the PWC Technical Delegate.

H

The competition was combined with the
Australian Nationals and the Tran Tasman Challenge,
an Australasian version of the FrenchlEnglish Bleriot
Cup.
As with all competitions, the weather before the
comp was glorious. In January, February and March
conditions at Bright are consistently flyable. There
was a run of28 consecutive days of good XC then, on
day I of the comp, it rained. It rained a lot that day!
The following the day the weather cleared and the
comp started in earnest. Seven consecutive days of
good competition flying.

The long queue at Mystic

Day 1
Cancelled by heavy rain - we all went go kart racing at Mt
Beauty.

Day 2 - Elapsed time to goal- 55.8 km - 3 turn pints
An interesting task that sent the fteld traversing the Harrietville
and Ovens valleys, the heavy rain from the previous day had left slow
flying with a low cloud base. Harry the Buntz patiently worked his
way aroundthe course, making goal in just over 3 hours. He averaged
18 kmh. Yoshiaki Nakagawa, Kiwi Craig Collins and locals Fred
Gungl and Brian Webb all landed narrowly short of goal.

Day 3 - Elapsed time to goal - 29.4 km - 2 turn points
A most difficult day, the weather was very changeable with a relatively low base. Thermals were weak and widely spaced. You didn't
move on unless you were sure of what was ahead. A strong headwind
from the first turnpoint made the second leg nigh on impossible.
One gaggle patiently worked a cloud, some distance before the
first tumpoint which got them high and enabled them to make the
best of the course that day.

Day 4 - Elapsed time to goal- 45.9 km - 3 turn points
Three tumpoints, again cris crossing the Ovens and Harrietville
valleys. A classic task, tailwind, cross wind then headwind. A very
slow day, rewarded by the patient. Rob Schroettner made goal, with
all his photos intact this time. His camera and backup had failed on
the first day. Harry Buntz, at the front again, landed 50 metres short
of goal.

Day 5 - Race to goal - 53 km - 3 turn points
Base had risen enough for the field to be sent across the Tawonga
Gap. Easy enough when you have the height but not a place to bomb
out, dense forest with 50 metre gum trees. A mixture of speed then
caution was required to get round the whole course. Harry shone
again, pushing ahead to be fastest. The best day of the comp with fifteen pilots racing into goal at Mt Beauty airstrip.
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Day 2
Pilot

TPs

Time

Goal

3 hrs 3mins 18.3 kmh 55 .8 km

1,000

km
km
km
km

765
761
755
753

Harry Buntz
Yoshiaki
Nakagawa
Fred Gungl
Brian Webb
Craig Collings

2
2
2
2

Day3
Pilot

TPs

Speed

47.4
47.2
46.8
46.7

Time

Speed

Brian Webb
2
Ron McKenzie 3
Andrew Kemp 3
Ian Ladyman 3
Hamish Barker 3

Day 4
Pilot

TPs

Rob
Schroettner
goal
Harry Buntz 3
Ron McKenzie 3
Enda Murphy 3
Gunther Bislin 3

DayS
Pilot
Harry Buntz
Ian Ladyman
Fred Gungl
Rob
Schroettner
Brian Webb

Distance

Distance
15.6
15.5
15.2
15.1
15.1

Time

Speed

km
km
km
km
km

Distance

4 hrs 33rnns 10.1 kmh 45.9 km
45.9 km
39.6 Ian
39.6 km
39.4 km

TPs

Time

Goal
Goal
Goal

2hrs 54mns 18.2 kmh 53 km
2hrs 58mns 17.8 kmh 53 km
3hrs 3mns 17.4 kmh 53 km

Speed

Distance

Goal
Goal

3hrs 4mns
3hrs 4rnns

17.3 kmh 53 km
17.2 kmh 53 km

Points

Points
1,000
994
974
968
968

Points
1000
901
778
778
774

Points
1,000
976
951
945
942
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Day 6 - Race to goal- 66.9 km - 2 turn points

Day 6

Distance

Points

Goal

66.9km

1,000

Launch site was Mystic again, this time the field went west to Mt
Buffalo then crossed to Ovens before returning to Bright, via Mt
Porepunkah.

Goal
2
2
I

66.9km
56.2km
40.7km
39.4km

1,000
840
599
589

A long day, patience again a virtue. Fred Gungl and Rob
Schroettner were the only two to make goal. Both pilots spent five
hours in the air but reach goal 3 minutes after the gate closed!

Pilot

TPs

Fred Gungl
Rob
Schroettner
Ian Ladyman
Simon Lansdell
Cameron Young

Day 7
Pilot
Harry Buntz
Brian Webb
Rob
Schroettner
Fred Gungl
Garry
Stevenson

nme

Speed

Speed

Distance

Points

TPs

Time

Goal
Goal

3hrs43mins 11.6kmh
3hrs50mins 11.2kmh

43.lkm
43.1km

1,000
984

Goal
3

3hrs 53mins 11.1 kmh

43.1km
37.7km

979
725

36.2km

696

3

TPs

Peter Bowyer
Ian Ladyman
Rob Schroettner
Craig Collings
Brian Webb

3
3
3
3
3

nme

Speed

Distance

Points

38.4km
38.4km
38.4km
38.4km
34.8km

1,000
1,000
987
969
906

Paragliding Pre World
Cup 1996

BRIGHT - AUSTRALIA
The nature of flying in the Australian Alps is based on triangles
and out and returns rather than open distance. The consistent and predominantly light wind nature of the Alps encourages these classic
tasks. If you want distance then go towing in the vast Flatlands of the
Continent's interior.
Tactics in the Alps would seem to be get high, stay high. To race
along the low peaks you need to be very sure of what is ahead. If you
get caught low then it can take hard work and a perhaps little luck to
get back up again. Yes, there are race days but the wide valley crossings can fool the best of pilots into the ground.
Typical flying conditions are light wind with cloud base between
1,800 and 3,000 metres. Prime XC conditions are between November
and April with December, January and February the peaks.

Pilot Name
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The task setters really started to lean into their role. They sent the
field east of Bright then north, up to Ovens again. Most tried to repeat
the Buffalo route from yesterday. Base was 2,500 metres and the thermals regular.
A big forestry burn off up-wind of launch provided a monster
thermal to start everybody off. Rob Schroettner and Harry Buntz
pushed ahead again. Brian Webb took a different route via Mt
Porepunkah. Harry, Rob and Brian all made goal, Fred Gungl and
Garry Stevenson dropping short.

Day 8 - Elapsed time race to goal - 44.6 km - 3 turn
points
The last day and it was very close at the top of the field. Harry
Buntz, Rob Schroettner and Fred Gungl could all easily have won. A
mistake this round could have cost first place.

Day 8
Pilot

I

Day 7 - Elapsed race to goal- 43.1 km - 3 turn points

Rob Schroettner
Harry Buntz
Fred Gungl
Brian Webb
Ian Ladyman
Craig Collings
Ron McKenzie
Yoshiaki Nakagawa
Andrew Kemp
EndaMurphy

Country
Oz
Ger
Oz
Oz
Oz
NZ
Oz
Jap
Oz
Oz

TOTAL
5,738
5,663
5,647
5,217
4,841
4,676
4,529
4,292
4,119
3,983

Glider
Xenon
Sector
Xenon
Xenon
Contest
Xenon
Energy
Junkers
P6
Omega

Slow conditions again forced care and patience. The task was
only 45 kms but everybody knew they could be in the air for up to
five hours.
Nobody made goal but Rob Schroettner, Peter Bowyer and Ian
Ladyman hung onto the last of the evening lift and made it to just
short of the last ridge before goal. Harry scratched till dusk, hoping
for a last gasp of air to let him catch Robby but it didn't happen.
Brian Webb and Fred Gungl landed just short of Robby which gave
him the points he needed to grasp the first place.
The Australian Pre PWC ran smoothly despite some potential hiccups. The competition provided excellent tasks and good weather for
demanding XC flying. This allowed all the pilots to participate and
fairly test their skills against each other. The rounds were highly valid,
the organisation good and the results prompt and accurate.
The Aussie pilots showed up well against the World Class Harry
Buntz. Rob Schroettner actually beating Harry Buntz will flag to the
Euros that we may have some strong contenders here. It will be interesting to follow how those Aussie pilots go overseas this winter. The
Kiwis were good opponents but probably surprised at the standard of
our pilots, particularly the middle ranks where we have some strong
up and coming pilots who are definitely beginning to make an impact.
It was encouraging to see the number of females pilots entering
and committing themselves to the sport. That class can only improve
and improve as they compete more and more. First place for the girls
was competed for just as strongly and just as closely as the open.

This was the first Australian comp to be run to the demanding
AAA standard stipulated by the HGFA. These standards meant that
the comp was run to a service level that would satisfy world class
competition requirements. Few problems were encountered, the non
existent PWC scoring system was overcome by Garry Stevenson who
produced a working program overnight and confliction between
Australian and PWC rules was quickly resolved by the protest committee.
Lessons to be learnt would include greater care by pilots with
their turn point photography. This is the first Aussie comp where all
pilots films were developed and examined. Several pilots lost good
scores through incorrect tumpoint pictures. Transport and retrieve
seem to be a service that overseas pilots would prefer to see supplied.
Perhaps those facilities can be provided for those pilots at a surcharge.
Next year's Nationals will probably be back at Manilla where
they have recently fmished an awesome week ofNSW Open. Go for-
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ward and compete, competttlOn
can only improve your flying and
stuff up you bank balance.
he inaugural Tran Tasman
Challenge was run concurrently with the Pre PWC
and the Australian Nationals. This
Challenge is a team based affair,
encouraging Australians and New
Zealanders to compete and experience International competition.
Every day the best four scores of
pilots from each country were
accumulated, the winning country
having the highest accumulated
scores at the end of the compo

T

The Australians, captained by
ex kiwi Ian Ladyman and on
home ground, easily won every
day, convincingly beating the

Bright Australia
Task I
Task 2
Task 3
Task 4
Task 5
Task 6
Task 7

AUS

NZ

3,022
3,118
2,281
3,574
2,871
2,987
3,133

2,624
2,728
1,436
1,990
2,377
2,435
2,424

AUS

NZ

3,022
6,140
8,421
11,995
14,866
17,853
20,986

2,624
5,352
6,788
8,778
11,155
13,590
16,014

Ian Ladyman and Craig Collings fighting over the
Tasman trophy - Ian won!
..........................................................

Kiwis.
Craig Collings, Kiwi captain, provided a stunning trophy which
will be up fro grabs again next January, this time at the New Zealand
Nationals in Nelson. •

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1o.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Phone: 07 38901716
Fax: 07 38901718
July 1996
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Descent
Into
Darkness
By Anthony Gates
y brother drives an XB falcon station wagon, and, while it does continue to do a reasonable job as our
conveyance from home to the local flying
sites, it is obvious that the 'Flying Fortress'
best days are way gone. Nevertheless, it does
have plenty of character (some people call it
rust) and when you are having trouble paying
for a new vario, then a new set of wheels is
not really an option anyway.

M

So we loaded up the Fortress with two
gliders and associated paraphemalia, swags,
camp stoves, sleeping bags and food, and
headed off into the driving rain, bound for
mischief and adventure. A boy's own story
of courage, treachery and inspirational acts
executed in life threatening scenarios was
about to unfold. It was about 100 kms from
Camp Hill to Canungra. A walk in the park
for some, a torrid struggle between the forces
of good and evil for others. But for the two
of us on this dank, miserable night it would

H

A

be a journey into the unknown. For we chose
to attend our first club meeting and hang the
consequences.
Visions of masters draped in dark robes,
perched above an alter filled my head.
Voices chanting complicated spells over and
over:
"VEEBEEVEEGEE, RANGY LORNCH
LORNCH MUNNEEMUNNEE"
I was afraid. I will admit it. And yet
somehow I felt strangely drawn towards this
darker side. There would be no turning back.
Not now. Not ever.
The sleepy hamlet of Canungra didn't
know what was coming that night. We pulled
up to the hall to find the worshippers gathering early. Nervous glances were exchanged
as familiar faces passed. As the crowd grew
so did the noise. Glasses of strange intoxicating nectar were passed around and everyone
drank. Soon I felt a soothing numbness start
to fill my body from the feet upwards.
Suddenly the noise subsided as the Masters
appeared. Seats were filled and the ceremony
began in earnest.
To this day J still find it hard to describe
what exactly happened after that point. My
consciousness became cloudy as what
seemed to be a defined set of incantations
were exercised. J honestly believe that my
mind was deliberately tampered with resulting in subtle changes I just can't seem to
explain. As far as I can tell the ceremony
itself lasted for about three hours after which

abundant quantities of the nectar were again
consumed. After a while I felt myself really
starting to lose touch and decided to find my
brother and make a hasty retreat to the local
showground where we were to camp for the
night.
We arrived at the showground which
turned out to be just across the creek from
the hall. From this distance the whole procession of events seemed almost surreal and I
found myself wondering if J had only been
dreaming after all. But then the sound of
strange off key tunes being belted out on old
guitars dri fted across the creek from the hall
and I knew then that it had all been very,
very real.
Up at the launch the next day, very little
was said about the night before. It was
almost like everyone was purposely trying
not to say anything at all. Sure there were the
odd whispers behind covered mouths but not
much more. You could easily see the strained
tired looks on some faces. The Masters, who
seemed to consume the majority of the nectar, looked especially worn. I tried to imagine
how I would hold up under such circumstances and dismissed the thought as I felt a
chill start to climb up my spine.
So we flew that day truly knowing what
being a club member means. Some people
doubt what I say but I know that there are
many others who witnessed what I did that
night in Canungra. They just won't admit it.

•
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oyes introduces the new state-of-the-art

harness - the XTREME designed and tested
to give you many hours of comfortable airtime

and years of durable use, its construction is
simple yet strong, with a stainless steel rod
with a delrin slider which conforms to the

shape of a hardened aluminium backplate.
The single main suspension strap is attached to
the slider allowing it to slide forward and back,
the pilot can easily rotate from a prone position
to an upright position for takeoffs and landings. Constructed with full continuous webbing reinforcement

throughout the harness. Be the first to experience the new X TREME h arness by Moyes.

~
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Towing With Tove

Unfortunately, there was no lift at all on
either day, so all flights involved a sled ride
back to the takeoff area from about 600-700
ft AGL. Apart from a few pretty ordinary
landings, mainly as a result of nil wind conditions or poor set up of approaches, the

By Martyn Yeomans
n the weekend of May 18
and 19, about 8 pilots
signed up for a ground
towing course with Tove Heaney.
We met at the Vandenberg Hotel
in Forbes on Friday night to go
through some theory and safety
procedures and then all met again
at 8.00 am before heading out to a
large paddock about 20 km away,
at a spot called "Ben Hall's
Place"
after
the
famous
bushranger.

O

The morning was cool when
we started setting up at around
9.00 am but by 10.00 when Tove
started getting down to the serious
business of tow-launching, ably
assisted by husband Grant, it had
become quite warm with a beautiful clear blue sky above.
After spending close to an
hour explaining the towing systems, weak links, releases, communications etc, Tove hopped in
the car and towed Grant up for the
first demo flight. Conditions were
perfect for first timers or relative novices,
which we all were; zero to very light wind.
Pilot standards ranged from "just got
Restricted" to well and truly Advanced.
A little more time was spent doing "hand
tows" just to get the feel of the
pull of the bridle during the takeoff run, then the good stuff started!

Set-up area with Grant Heaney in the background

another possible answer to determine which
was more correct.
The next day, Sunday, went much the
same as the Saturday except we got started a
lot quicker. The weather too was similar
except for a bit of light overcast.

weekend was a safe and enjoyable experience for all involved. Tove and Grant are
very competent and friendly and this type of
weekend course is ideal for anyone wanting
to learn to tow. ..,

Tove giving the briefing Saturday morning

Over the next 2 hours we each
had 2 or 3 foot launches with no
problems at all in the take off
phase. Some pilots however,
found it hard to relax and let the
bridle do most of the work so
there were a few early ping-offs
due to severe oscillations setting
in. Also, it was very clear in one
particular case, that staying in
"hang" until the top of the tow
was definitely the way to go!
That night after dinner, we got
together with Grant who took us
through the Tow Manual study
guide. After about an hour we all
sat the theory exam which for
those who passed, would lead to a
Tow Endorsement being obtained.
Most did OK but there was a consensus that some of the possible
answers in the multiple choice
were ambiguous or too close to
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Where Trees Are The
Source Of Thermals

helpful Ian Jannan to issue an international
licence three days before the plane for
Zurich took off. 1 received it before leaving!

My job turned out to be cable-car conductor or attendant on any of four cable-cars,
travelling between the town of Davos and
the Jakobshom mountain (ok, ok you trailblazing German speakers. I know that the
term "hom" is a type of mountain, so that I
am repeating myself). My fears about the
loopholes in the employment contract were
not at all justified. While 1 expected that
about their employees. With trepidation, 1
By John Selby
eight days leave per month meant as soon as
accepted. After all, either the employer or I
a storm breaks loose and lasts for eight days,
f you think you will be reading a highly
could get out of the deal at a month's notice.
we send you on leave because nobody needs
technical article now, you will be misera cable-car in those conditions anyway, I
ably disappointed. I am sorry that I
was pleasantly surprised that all of us
am not Denis Pagen. My epistles in
were rostered a month ahead and two
Skysailor so far have been put on the
~
days
off in a row were the norm. The
library shelves under "Entertainment
bosses
took us out for dinner more than
HI
just
could
not
swallow
that
I
(True Stories)" and "Spitting Chips".
once. The company gave us souvenirs
should take of in a prevailing
I still remember that evening in
in the form of snow boots etc. A reducAugust when I read the "Swiss
cross-wind which could cause
tion in the pay rate for night work was
Review" in bed and stumbled across
thrashed out on the shop floor and a
sinking air as it came over the
that advertisement which was looking
suggestion of one of my mates was
spur on my right or, worse, rotor
for people to work for the (European)
taken to the General Manager who
winter season in Davos in the Swiss
conditions. "
accepted it. It was a different industrial
Alps. I thought "struth" (I never think
planet!
exactly this word, but it is a civilised
I
As I am waxing lyrical about
substitute for another word beginning
Jakobshorn
industrial relations, I had
with "s" which I think regularly), "I
better add that they did not stop us from
have months of accumulated long-service
Hang gliding in the Alps stirred my wishworrying about losing our jobs because the
leave. How about fmding out more! " 1 ful dreaming again. Unfortunately, a hang
snow
conditions around Christmas and New
applied in writing to the advertising company
gliding instructor from Bazenheid near St.
Year were so poor that passengers were as
and, good news, 1 was accepted in writing,
Gallen (Switzerland) had told me a long time
scarce as white ants in concrete.
but, bad news, the conditions did not look as
ago that nobody flew hang gliders in winter
This left me time to cross the terminal
glossy as the advertisement did. This had a
in Switzerland. "But perhaps it might be
building
on the "Hom" to take in the breathlot to do with my good old-fashioned
wanner just before the end of the season," I
of the snow-covered panorama.
taking
view
Australian view that employers, by definiencouraged myself. The odds of flying in the
Just there, next to the terminal building a
tion, use the laid down conditions always to
Swiss mountains were definitely poor. 1 did
bloke was setting up a hang glider. Well,
their advantage without worrying too much
not know a hang gliding soul there, was not
things
must have changed since the instructor
carrying a single piece of hang gliding
from Bazenheid assured me that nobody flew
equipment, would not have a car and
nobody would be flying anyway. But, as 1 in Switzerland in winter. Admittedly, it was a
The "grounded" pilot (and author)
glorious, windless day. I felt quite wann in
said, wishful thinking led me to ask always
the sun although it was early January.
I couldn't help myself having a quick
chat to the pilot and asked where he
would take off, where he was going to
land and just all the things you would
have asked. "You must be flying too,"
he said eventually. "Not here, I have
only flown in Australia," I replied. I
had to return to my cable-car, but just
before we parted he remarked,
"Haven't 1 seen you somewhere
before?" "I have a brother in Zurich
who looks quite like me. He skis in
this area," I retorted Iight-heartedly.

I

The pilot had turned out to be
Hitsch Sprecher, the local hang gliding instructor. He had told me that
even if it was possible to fly on a
good day in January that few pilots
were interested because the thermals
weren't working. He was just going to
have a sled ride (excuse the pun; it
sounds confusing with so many sleds
in Davos), gLiding down to the valley
floor around the side of the
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Jakobshom. Gosh, I would have given quids
if someone had let me have a glide down
these 3500 ft. A glide takes one over the
whole town of Davos with ample height over
the landing area with little chance of getting
caught in sink in the cold, stable air of a
January moming.
About two weeks later I bumped into
Hitsch again. "I remember now where I
know you from," he quipped after saying
hello. "Come on, where?" I grinned. And
then he told me a little anecdote which left
me speechless or at least stuttering. "About
seven years ago I had a hang gliding trip to
Australia with a group of Swiss pilots. We
sat around a hill in north-easterly conditions
while the site needed a south-easterly. As you
heard us talk in Swiss, you offered to take us
to a north-easterly site near Wollongong
where we could fly." I was stunned. I had
come half-way around the world to bump
into a pilot I had flown with at Sandy Point
many years ago. Although I could not
remember Hitsch himself, I remembered the
occasion in Technicolour although, according
to my log book, it was nine, not seven years
ago. One of the five Swiss pilots had been
caught downwind on landing. My log
showed a 30 mph wind for that day. Imagine
the prang and the noise of breaking tubes!
Silence followed, the sail flat on the ground,
the pilot and all the broken tubing underneath, while my heart was pounding up in

my throat. I felt partly responsible for the
accident because I had taken Beat, the
crashed pilot, to this site. Nobody said a
word but two of us rushed towards the
wrecked glider to lift the sail, fearing the
worst. Beat lay there, eyes closed, but breathing. He opened his eyes, shook his head and
said something in Swiss which amounted to
the equivalent of "struth". The relief showed
in our roaring laughter. There is another
Aussie who might remember the day but
would have little to laugh about. He lent Beat
the glider which had been written off at
Sandy Point. He is Bill Moyes.
Most restaurants on and around the
Jakobshom
belong
to
Berg-Bahnen
Bramabuel and Jakobshom A.G., the same
company which owns the cable-cars where I
was working. Hitsch worked in the restaurant
on top of the Jakobshom during the
Christmas season. Hence we were some sort
of work mates and became to know each
other better. After New Year, Hitsch used the
cable-car more and more often with his hang
glider, but it took me a long time to find out
what for. Hitsch's business was not simply
teaching hang gliding. He would have been
out of work all winter. I went snow-boarding
on a day off and came past the second highest restaurant on the mountain. It was packed
with people, mostly Germans, having a good
time with blaring music and all the special
alcoholic concoctions which you can only

obtain in snow resorts. Hitsch's glider was
pitched just on the side of the restaurant platform. The spruiker on the microphone
announced that Hitsch was ready to fly and
that anyone who wanted to descend to
Davos by air was welcome to have a ride
with him. By now a German who had accumulated enough courage, diluted in alcohol,
joined Hitsch in a tandem on skis. As money
was rarely an object with the German
tourists, the price of the ride was no obstacle.
The two skied down the hill under the glider
until they reached take-off speed and Hitsch
lifted off for a glide down to the golf course
at Davos. In Switzerland commercial
tandems are apparently quite legal because
the licensing system is different from ours.
The day came when Hitsch asked me
whether I wouldn't like to have a go on a
glider. Wouldn't I! He gave me a choice
between three models. Two of them I had
never heard of and an Xtralite. Just tell me to
how many people you would lend your glider. Ok, he had seen me fly once, nine years
ago. Bill Moyes is very generous in lending
out his gliders, but he is a manufacturer
while Hitsch is a lonely instructor, miles
from any glider factory which could quickly
repair a glider in case I pranged it. I must
have a trustworthy face!
I had never flown an Xtralite and guessed
that it had to be Hitsch's best and newest
glider. Hitsch is also quite a bit stockier than
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I so that I suspected the Xtralite might not be
as suitable for my weight as another, smaller
set of wings of his, which turned out to be a
Firebird Eagle. If this marque means anything to you, you are much less ignorant than
I was.
It sounded too good to be true that I
should be able to fly. I promised myself not
to get too excited about it until I would be in
the air. By mid-March the days were getting
longer, but the snow falls were the heaviest
of the season. The railway line was blocked
for a day and road traffic was blocked for
longer. But the scenery was magic. You
should have seen the snow-laden pine trees!
Hitsch and I waited for me to have a day off
from work.
This day arrived just after the heavy
snowfalls with a cloudless sky. It was warm
(which means about 0 degrees Celsius at 1
pm). Hitsch and I arranged to meet on the
Jakobshorn around noon. No doubt about
Hitsch's local knowledge. He had brought up
the glider on a lousy day when the cable-cars
had been almost empty, so that there would
be no hassles with crowds when transporting
the glider which had to be carried inside the
car on the first section. Before that day, I had
seen a blue-covered glider lying in the snow
for weeks on the top platform, not knowing
that it had anything to do with Hitsch. "What
about corrosion?" was my question. And
here is finally a technical snippet you might
not know about. Apparently, gliders are better cared for in the European snow at 8000 ft
than they are if you hang them up in your
garage in Sydney because the air is so cold
and dry in winter that the tubing corrodes
less than in the humid Sydney climate.
We proceeded to the take-off area just
behind the top station. It was crowded with
skiers putting on their skis which left hardly
any room to set up a glider. The weather was
glorious but the windsock, about 15 m above
us on the summit, showed a crosswind. "Just
my luck," I sulked because this was not my
fust attempt at flying. The week before, the
wind conditions looked better on my free day
but Hitsch was delayed by a job he had to do
and we had to abort our flying plans. Hitsch
was undeterred: "It will turn around, you will
see," he assured me. He produced a helmet
which was much too small for someone bigheaded like me. It was his wife's and so was
the glider! "This is going to cause a divorce
or doesn't she know?" I teased Hitsch.
"Hum, yes, she doesn't mind," he answered.
Anyway, I had other worries, I needed a bigger helmet. Hitsch applied his local knowledge once more and produced a helmet of a
paragliding pilot who stored his gear in a
store room underneath the mountain-top
restaurant. It fitted . I had never anticipated
that, one day, I might be grateful that there
were paraglider pilots! (I'm just stirring).
Hitsch could not wait around for the
wind to change because he had an appointment with a "passenger". By 1 pm he should
be back up here, he said, and would help me
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The landing spot. The golf course is clearly visible on the right
side of the church steeple. In the background: the northern end of
the valley.

off the deck. This suited me fine because I
wanted to study the glider, the vario, the harness and the take-off site and keep an eye on
the very light breeze. What bothered me
most was the windsock up top showing a
cross wind while the streamers at the end of
the unbelievably steep take-off run pointed to
light gusts which appeared to be square on to
take-off. Slightly less daunting was the question whether I would slip on the steep,
packed snow when running downhill at this
abominable angle with a glider.
I felt slightly intimidated by the onlookers. One of them was Nick from the Ski
Patrol. His base was just in the building
behind me. I knew him well. We often had a
joke together on the cable-cars. One evening
I had asked him "How are things with you?"
The reply, dry as a sand storm, was, "We had
a good day today: three in the morning and
five in the afternoon." You guessed that the
numbers referred to accident-transports to the
valley. Somehow, the joke did not sound so

funny any more because I was pondering
about my take-off.
While I was brooding, another pilot was
setting up his wings. He was friendly and
helpful. He told me not to worry about the
windsock up top and that I could take off.
Gosh, this was not what we were taught! But
Peter was a local and seemed to know what
he was talking about. I had to wait for Hitsch
anyway, so that Peter took off before me. As
I had never seen anyone take off from this
spot, the demonstration gave me confidence.
Peter stood in the take-off position and waited, presumably expecting a light gust to
arrive. All of a sudden he took off, but I
could not tell why just then. No breeze had
arrived. Still, I learned that the take-off run
meant a few, fairly slow, sliding steps, followed by a faster, normal run as the glider
began to take its own weight. Peter's feet did
not sink into the snow. It was an impeccable
lift-off.
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It was 1 pm. Hitsch had not arrived. I
decided I should not wait for him in case the
conditions deteriorated.

A pilot was setting up at some distance
from me. After a hang check I took the glider
to the take-off spot, with a crowd of about
eighty skiers and snow-boarders surrounding
me and waiting impatiently to witness my
take-off. Nick, the Ski Patroller, had not
moved from his window.
I was standing there, waiting like Peter
before me, but did not know what I was waiting for. The top wind sock was still blowing
across and the "runway-streamers" were
blown straight up the face of the take-off
slope. How confusing! I just could not swallow that I should take of in a prevailing
cross-wind which could cause sinking air as
it came over the spur on my right or, worse,
rotor conditions.
All eyes were on me. Within seconds,
thousands of gloomy pictures raced through
my head. I could see Craig Worth's safety
report in Skysailor:
Pilot Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury :
Aircraft Damage:
Weather Conditions:
Site:

(shudder)
(disaster)

Comments: The old story: new site, unfamiliar glider, unfamiliar conditions. Only one
of these variables should be new for safe flying.

"Pretty difficult to fly any other way in
Switzerland," I reflected. Thus, I aimed at
fulfilling another, more attainable hang gliding rule under the circumstances. "Talk to
local pilots".
"Dieter, Dieter," I yelled. Dieter was the
pilot who set up his wings in the distance. He
could not hear me over the noise of the
skiers. I tried again without success. Then the
spectators around me joined in "Dieter,
Dieter" . I felt such a fool! Dieter took notice
this time. He yelled back that he just wanted
to finish what he was doing and that I should
wait. It seemed like an eternity until he came
over, possibly because the crowd was still
hanging around, expecting things to happen
which, of course, should not make the slightest difference to a pilot according to the
book. Dieter came over and explained that on
the spur to the right where the paragliders
had a take-off site, I should watch a streamer.
I could not see it in the glare, still feeling like
a fool. He let me know when the streamer
was behaving well which was the signal for
me to step out onto the slope. Down I went
like a lift. All of a sudden everything felt so
easy. What a quiet run in the snow! The air
felt so calm. I flew straight ahead over the
ski slopes.
Hitsch had explained to me that thermal
days were very rare in winter but if I got up,
it would be over the trees because they collect the warmth of the sun which may create
"bubbles" due to the surrounding much cold-
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er snow. Imagine trying to thermal over a
forest! I flew out just past the uppermost
trees and scratched around. I felt there should
be a chance of getting up because some
paragliders were also scratching around with
varying success. Nothing happened; I was
losing height. The vario had been remarkably
quiet. I was already working out when I had
to leave the hill to make the golf course in
Davos when the wind speed appeared to
increase without my input and then blipbleep. I had to be in a thermal although there
was no jolt, no turbulence. Needless to say I
started circling although the air was as
smooth as on our coast. I could not beHeve
what the vario told me until I looked up to
the mountain-top restaurant. Every circle
brought me closer to its height and then I
passed it to look down on it. The glider was
so responsive. I had been in the air for about
10 minutes but felt quite at home with these
wings. The butterflies in the stomach had
given way to sheer amazement about getting
up, about how much I liked the glider and
about how magic the view was.
The thermal petered out. Back to the
pines on the escarpment! This time I got
back to the trees at a much higher altitude.
The second thermal was easier to find. And
again, circling was as smooth as at Stanwell
on an average day. I was now at 1200 ft
above the summit. I can't describe the
immensity of the snow-covered Alps which
rose to my height or
higher under the
light blue sky, no
matter whether I
looked south, west,
north or east. I flew
over the take-off
point just as Hitsch
skied down to the
second restaurant
again
with
the
packed glider on
one shoulder to get
ready for another
flight with a passenger. I wondered
whether it was all
right by him that I
had taken off without him being there.
The
blaring
music from the live
band at the restaurant
was
loud
enough that I could
hear it despite the
1200 ft difference
in altitude and the
steady
airflow
speeding past my
ears. The German
skiers (or drinkers?)
seemed to have a
really great time
behind
a
few
"Schnapses".

I was losing height and flew back to what
I thought was my "altitude tank", the trees.
Scratching patiently, I noticed that most
paragliders had left the hill. Apart from some
unequivocal sink messages, I got nothing out
of the vario. When I was almost down to the
level of the tree line, I started heading for
Davos. If I had flown on the left side of the
river, I would have flown straight over the
town. I preferred the other side because the
sun still shone into the trees there, so that I
was hoping to get some lift on the way. The
opposite happened. The sink rate was beginning to bite into my glide angle and I had
visions of landing short where I would have
to carry the glider through deep snow. In
deep snow it is almost impossible to walk
without a glider, let alone with one. On the
brighter side, there were plenty of ski runs
with compressed snow which I was passing
and not a powerline anywhere. Low voltage
powerlines are all underground. The only
things I had to watch were the cables of the
cable-cars. They weren't hard to find for
someone whose record was going up and
down 62 times in one day on one of those
cables.
The sink had abated and I could now see
the golf course, my landing spot, a long way
ahead. It reminded me of Long Reef in
Sydney where, a long time ago, we were
allowed to land on the golf course but were
never sure whether a golf ball was going to

The Sydney Microlight Centre is Sydney's closest
approved microlight training facility, located at
Wollongong Airport, south of Sydney on the F6.

Learn to fly at our fully eAA licensed airport and avoid
hours spent travelling to distant country airstrips.

THE SYDNEY MICROLIGHT CENTRE
TrIal instruction flights and flight training
available seven days a week (weather permitting).
PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)
Telephone:

(042) 941 031 (office) 018603 009 (airfield)
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hit us on the helmet, or worse. In
Davos all golf balls hibernate.
As I flew along, the glide angle
started to look more encouraging.
"Yes, I should make it with a bit of
luck," I encouraged myself.
The cables came closer. It would
not have been a big deal to fly under
them, but the golf course might have
gone out of reach as a result, because
a few blocks of flats had to be cleared
just before landing. Anyway, I had no
problem overflying the cables and
was happy that I had enough height to
have a look at the landing spot before
the final approach. Damn, I couldn't
find the windsock anywhere! When I
had had a look at the golf course a
couple of weeks before, a pilot had
told me that the prevailing wind was
from the north on landing, but when I
left the Iakobshorn the wind was definitely south west. Bare trees are not
terribly good wind indicators.
Desperately looking around for other
wind signs, I noticed the windsock
straight under me. It's funny how
much two weeks and a birds-eye view
can change the geography.
Sure enough, the wind wafted from the
north which left no time to play around. I had
to turn back to where I came from for an
approach. A flat second turn over the blocks
of flats brought me back into the wind. Now
looking north, I faced the golf field, covered
in virgin snow. The cross-country track
looked excellent for a landing because it was
closer to the pack-up spot than the runway
which had been packed down especially for
hang-gliders. The wide turn had taken me
behind the crown of a tree so that I temporarily lost sight of my planned landing spot on
the cross country track. When the track reappeared, there was a "Langlaufer" on it, com-
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.--The south-west take-off spot on the right of the building before the snow fell

ing in the opposite direction, throwing his
arms and stocks in the air as if he was getting
paid for it. Thus, the cross country track was
no longer in the race for landing, nor was the
hang-glider landing track because I was on
my fmal approach and too low to get across
there. "No worries," I chuckled to myself, it
will be the softest landing ever in the deep,
virgin snow. I drew parallel to the crosscountry track, hard up to its border, so that it
would be easy to get the wings on firm snow
after landing. Even now, as I was flaring, the
glider felt as if it were my own. It just felt so
smooth - touchdown - I can walk on water, I
am not sinking in! After a few steps I put the
keel down before dropping the A-frame in
the snow and laughed all by myself at
myself. Do you remember how I had worried
about a short landing in virgin snow? That
afternoon, the virgin snow was so well
packed that I could have walked the glider
out from anywhere. I must ask the Easter
Bunny to leave me worry-beads instead of
Easter eggs.
I rang Hitsch's wife the same evening to
thank her for the glider and to fmd out how
she felt about someone, whom she had never
met, flying her wings. She first enquired
about the landing. Then she told me that
friends had rung her to say that they had seen
her fly that day. They obviously saw her purple-winged Firebird and assumed it was
Susarme. Little wonder she wanted to know
about the landing!
I was on cloud nine for a week after this
flight and you may be wondering why. What
am I raving on about flying 3/4 hours, catching two thermals with a height gain of 1200
ft and a distance from take-off to landing, as
the crow flies, of 10 km or less? I know you
have flown more than 100 krn, had six hours
in the air and might have gained 7000 ft but,

if you are not competing, is it the quantity or
the quality that counts? Next time you have a
beer after a reasonable day's flying at Mt.
Elliott or Ben Nevis, spare these few lines a
thought. Before you took off you were sweating like a pig in the heat, swatting flies. Then
you got off the deck, gained height rapidly in
thermals which pounded you so that your
stomach felt funny. Then you saw fields,
fields, roads, a river and more fields.
Then you landed where it was stinking
hot again. The mossies gave you hell. You
couldn't do much about it because you had to
wait for your pick-up.
How does this compare to a cool take-off
at 8000 ft on a Swiss March day without
flies, without mossies? At 9500 ft you are
surrounded by snow-covered mountain peaks
as far as the eye can see. It is no colder than
on take-off. Thermals are as smooth as
coastal lift. How would you feel about landing in untouched snow at 4500 ft instead of
in cow-pads? Again, no flies, no mosquitoes.
Packing up is a joy when the kite gets
cleaned in the snow instead of covered in
bull dust or worse. This is quality thermalling!

I have a guilty conscience. As I am
reading over this little story, it sounds as if
it had happened in March this year. What I
have written is true, but it is a year old. I
came back in April 1995 from Switzerland
and could not find the time to write to
Skysailor. If my blurb sounds as if the
event had happened in 1996, it is because
the memory of it is so vivid that I still live
through that day in March last year as if it
had happened a week ago. To me, thermailing has taken a brand new meaning
since that day. +
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Stote, Club and Region News
labour to build the ramp, under the supervision of the National Parks. The weekend of
July 27-28 is the set date for commencement.
Please be there and lend a hand. Contact
me for details.

Queens/and

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding
Club
Our club held its AGM on the Saturday
evening of the Queen's birthday long weekend.
The meeting was well attended with
about 40 pilots turning up, many accompanied by their partners.
All positions in the club executive were
declared vacant, and a new committee elected being Michael Powell (President), Mal
Price (Vice President), Cathy Edmunds
(Secretaryrrreasurer), Jean-Luc LeJavue
(paraglider committee member) and Ian
Edmunds (committee member). David
Cookman was again elected as SSO for the
club.
The other main item of business was the
good news that we have finally obtained formal approval for construction of a new ramp
at Teewah in the Cooloola National Park, the
old ramp having been demolished about 12
months ago on instruction from the National
Park Authorities as it did not comply with
public works construction standards.
The new ramp is a substantial structure
that supposedly will double as a viewing
platform for the public. It is large enough to
accommodate paragliders.
The club is up for a substantial part of the
cost of materials, plus we have to provide the

The club has decided to run two competitions in the next year. Firstly the Rainbow
Beach competition just after Christmas,
which is primarily for novice and intermediate pilots. Secondly, we are to hold a cross
country competition at our Widgee site west
of Gympie in February or March 1997. This
site picks up the SE winds which prevail at
that time of year, and good flights can be reasonably expected. Watch this space for further details.
There were several comments from old
hands during the evening expressing conciliatory sentiments in relation to the
Connondale club, which was formed by a
split off from our club about nine months ago
due to differences of opinion. As one person
said, "we are all mates". We sure are. Flying
is our passion - who wants to have it diminished by a few differences of opinion?
A reminder to all members that renewals
are now due. Please send your $20 to Cathy
Edmunds, 53 Yungar St, Coolum Beach,
QLD, 4573 .
A message also to visiting pilots who fly
our sites regularly. We would ask that you
join our club. We have lost one valuable site
during the past year due to an unknown
pilot's thoughtlessness.
Our next meeting is at Cathy and Ian
Edmunds on Saturday September 14, 1996.
It's a BYO BBQ commencing at 6pm. Please
attend if you can. We are organising some
flying weekends away and will have details
then.
A final note; the club newsletter is being
discontinued for the time being due to lack of
articles and contributions. I am happy to

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club
1996 Calendar
Date
24-26 August
14-15 Sept.
5-7 October
2 or 3 Nov.

Event
Manilla, HG & PG
Hunter Valley
Lee Scott's, HG & PG
Swap Day: swap your
hang glider for a paraglider
and vice versa, learn how
the other half fly! Griffith
Park + BBQ

Contact

16-17 Nov.

Canberra (pending)
HG&PG

Jim Allen, ph 9971 1715 h
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Ken Cooper, ph 99189304 h
Wayne Fitzgerald, 041 2229189 mob
Jim Allen, ph 9971 1715 h
Glenn Salmon, ph 99180091 h
Mike Eggleton, 4517127 h

reinstate it if! am flooded with contributions,
meanwhile read this section of Skysailor for
information on the club's activities.
Regards
Michael Powell

Canungra Hang Gliding Club
In his last contribution to this column
Gordo predicted that the current executive of
the Canungra Hang Gliding Club would not
stand for re-election at the next AGM.
However the committee didn't wait until the
end of their term of office and resigned en
mass at the general meeting of the club held
on I June.
With the recent relocation of the president, vice-president and treasurer to various
exotic locations, Gordo had been left holding
the baby and it is a credit to his enthusiasm
and abilities that he managed to keep the
club functioning over the last few months.
During the subsequent election the following individuals were unfortunate enough
to be at the toilet or otherwise distracted and
consequently found themselves with the
onerous task of running the club for the next
twelve months:
President:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Phil Hystek
Peter Beard
Yve Collins
Mark Plenderleith

On behalf of the club I would like to take
this opportunity to thank Dave Staver, Linda
Riggs, Darryl Franklin and the inimitable
Gordon Bieske for their contributions to the
management of the club over the last few
years. There is no doubt that the club is
going through a critical period where the initial enthusiasm that led to its formation and
rapid growth is beginning to wane. The new
executive has demonstrated its willingness to
put in the effort and as long as they get the
support of the membership then the club will
be sure to prosper.
No sooner had the frenzy of activity
which resulted in the club securing tenure of
the Mt Tamborine launch nearly died down
than the owners of our other major launch,
Rossin's Lookout at Beechmont, decided to
put their land on the market. Rumour has it
that a local hang gliding entrepreneur is considering purchase of the land and then leas-
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ing it to the club. If this turns out to be the
case (and we manage to negotiate the use of
the current bombout with the new owners in
the valley) then inevitably the club is going
to have to consider charging site fees for
local and visiting pilots alike.
Watch this space for details.
Planning for the Canungra Classic continues at a feverish pace and once again this
promises to be a week of drunken debauchery where the excellent flying is included
only to allow the next batch of beer to cool
and heads to clear. Whether you have been
there before or would like to participate in
this legendary event for the first time, make
sure you get your entries in quickly as places
are necessarily limited. For the next two
years some of the money generated by the
Classic will be used to fund the lease of the
Mt. Tamborine launch and consequently the
prize money will be lower than it has been in
previous years. This temporary measure is of
course an essential investment in the long
term future of the competition and it would
be unfortunate to see pilots staying away
simply because of the reduced prize money.

Flying activities have been seriously curtailed by the incessant rain which led to the
cancellation of the Inglewood Fly-in over the
Labour Day long-weekend and hardly seems
to have stopped since then. Hopefully things
will improve and I'll have something more
interesting to report in this regard next
month.
Mark Plenderleith

6am and in the launch paddock by 6.45 am.
The temperature was below O°C and the glider bag was stiff with frost. Indeed as I set the
glider up frost was forming on all the raw
exposed aluminium parts of the glider. The
balloons were laid out and the roar of burners
began to fill the air as slowly and majestically the huge envelopes began to lift from the
ground and take shape.
Neil Evans was also setting a glider up
close by and the plan for this morning was
for me to go up in separate balloons and
release simultaneously.

Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club

Balloon dropping as a means of getting a
hang glider into the air, when compared with
the other more usual methods is expensive,
cumbersome and tends to get you into the air
at the wrong time of the day to do anything,
but when Wayne
Evans rang me up one
day and asked did I
Neil Evans and David Middleton of the Lower Blue
want to do one, you
Mountains Hang Gliding Club being carried aloft for
couldn't have held me
an early morning balloon drop at Canowindra
back. It is a one-off
experience, exciting
~r
and different.

,

The venue was
Canowindra. The date
the Queens birthday
long
weekend.
Canowindra is to ballooning like Stanwell
is to hang gliding and
you will find a number of them operating
early morning and
late afternoon during
the winter months,
weather permitting.
We stayed on the edge
of town at the
Balloonery, an old
converted mill with
first class accommodation and plenty of
time in the evening in
front of a roaring log
fire to swap stories
about our differing
disciplines with some
very friendly ballooning types.
The drops were
spread over two days
and on the day of my
flight we were up at

Soon all was ready for launch. The balloon was upright with Graham the pilot and
Dolores with camera, in the basket and a
number of willing helpers holding it still. I
climbed into the glider, walked it over to the
balloon where Wayne connected up the 3
lines, main, safety and keel. The keel line is
to stop you spinning during the ascent. I
established radio contact with the pilot and
then we were off.
I was first lifted gently to about 10' and
then equally gently placed back on the
ground again. The second lift off was more
positive and soon we were established in an
800 fpm climb. The time was 8.10 am. I
climbed into prone, zipped up my harness
and enjoyed the view, the only evidence of
the presence of the balloon above me being
the intermittent sound of its burners. The sun
had only just risen and the mists still lay in
the valleys.
All too soon we had reached release altitude and Graham called over to me on the
radio that he was starting his descent. Before
releasing the glider the balloon pilot establishes a descent rate of approximately 300500 fpm. I glanced at my altimeter and noted
5200' asl, about 4200 agl. As the descent rate
increased I noticed a slight breeze start into
my face. Graham then informed me he was
dropping the keel and safety line and I took
up launch position holding the bar at trim
with my elbows in and arms braced. Well
that's what the gurus who had done it before
told me to do and it seemed sensible enough.
On release of the keel line the glider started
to rotate and did a couple of 360s before I
could correct it. Graham then started a countdown over the radio to release.
I felt rather than heard the "thunk" as the
glider was released. For an instant nothing
seemed to happen. I just seemed to hang
there suspended in time and space then the
wind built up with a rush and the distant
ground tilted up towards me and then the
glider was coming out of its dive, pulling no
more than about 2G and I was flying. Easy!
I looked around for the balloon but
couldn't see it, but spotted Neil already flying and a little bit further away was the bal-
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL WA
PILOTS - MOUNT BAKEWELL PROGRESS
REPORT
As you may have heard, the HGAWA Executive Committee
has been working extremely hard over the past months to
save Mt. Bakewell as a flying site for ALL USERS.
The negotiations have been progressing well and we are
following a plan of action that relies on co-operation from not
only the York community and the Mt Bakewell Reserve working party but all Hang Glider and Para Glider pilots alike .
From a starting point of total exclusion from the summit of
Bakewell, we have managed to regain access for Hang
Gliders only as of April '96. This condition is considered as a
one year trial period.
We now begin the task of convincing the Management
Committee that Para Gliders also have an equally legitimate
expectation as users of this magnificent site.
We will continue to work closely with the York Shire to
retain Mt. Bakewell summit for both persuasions of our sport.
During these sensitive times we ask you to be even more
aware of the commitment that all pilots have in promoting an
image of Responsibility Accountability and Safety.

Let this be our new buzz word.

RAS
and all use RAS at Mr. Bakewell.
Executive Committee, HGAWA

Neil Evans doing a pass beside the descending balloon
loon he had released from. Then Graham's
balloon came into view a little distance off
and I flew towards it, hoping to give Dolores
a photo opportunity but he had already put
the balloon into what they call a terminal
descent, about 900 fpm down. The familiar
pear shape of the envelope takes on some
strange deformed shapes during one of these
descents. So by the time I got there I passed
over the top of the balloon. I didn't feel like
burning my altitude just to keep up with the
balloon so I left it and went for a fly in the
clear bright glassy smooth early morning air.
I eventually landed with Neil in the same
paddock that the balloon had landed in. I
looked at my watch - it was just 8.45 am.
The morning sun was just beginning to melt
the ground frost.
The 4 Lower Blue Mountains balloon
droppers were Neil Evans, Wayne Evans,
Nigel Felton and myself. A special thank you
to Graham Kerr and his balloon "State Rail"
and also to Wayne who was the mastermind
behind this project.
Now for the rest of the club news. At the
May meeting nominations were taken for the
96/97 club committee and we have some
major changes this year. The nominations,
which will be voted on at the June meeting,
our AGM, were as follows:
President - Graeme Garlick; Secretary Allan Bond, Neil Glennon; Treasurer Dolores Sempreboni; SSO - David
Middleton; Competition Director - Craig
Docherty, Walter Krainik; SO - Craig
Docherty; Winch Director - David
Middleton.
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The club competition is now over for
this year and final
points are being
tallied for awarding of trophies to
take place at a
social evening at a
restaurant
in
Parramatta
just
before the AGM.
Winners will be
posted in this column next month,
as will be for
committee members for next year
as voted at the
AGM.
Our meetings
as they have been
for years now are
still held at the
Sportsman Hotel,
Kildare
Road,
Blacktown on the
last Tuesday of
each month, 7.30
pm onwards. If
you would like to
be part of our
action you are
most
welcome.
Phone me or just
tum up at the
meeting.
David Middleton,
President ..

A Rare Opportunity
Hang Gliding/Paragliding School

FOR SALE
For the past 6 years Sun City Hang Gliding School has
been owned and operated by Ross Duncan at Newcastle in
the Hunter Valley just 2 hours north of Sydney. Supported
by major manufacturers such as Moyes Delta Gliders and
AirBorne, close by.
The region is at the hub of the sport with good sites for
hang gliding and paragliding. Training sites to advanced
coastal and inland foot and tow launch venues are within
15 minutes to 1 hour distance. There is a huge everexpanding market (client base).
The school was recently renamed Sun City Flight Sports
due to the recent introduction of paragliding and available
adventure sports ie Tiger Moth, helicopter, sailplane, trike,
aerobatic Pitts Special flights and tandem skydiving.
Promotions gearing up for the Sydney 2000 Olympics and
beyond. Selling for health reasons.

For more information on purchasing your
flying future.
Phone/fax Ross Duncan on 049

431900
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STOLEN
Stolen hang glider - Blitz 146 from
Campbelltown 23-24/4/96 white TS fluoro green
& pink US with number 63 ph Col Bevan 02
4842006

CERTIFICA TlON INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NC/S).
Queensland

WANTED

Galaxy Calida 29 12A nov/int inel vgc harness
with back protector & reserve chute less than 20
hrs airtime $1900 ph George 07 55914070

Anyone knowing the whereabouts or who may
have the older large size Mars 190 hang glider
they may wish to sell. Please contact Doug Sole
on 02 6447472 or mob 018 211021

Edel Energy L DHV 3, takeoff mass 85-100 kg .
Purple. Only 8 hours airtime (still very crisp).
Very attractive price setting; & even that is negotiable. Call Jorg on 07 55752096 or 018 764085

Wanted: Any old unused or unwanted hang
gliders for a private collection: The older & more
unusual the better. I am gathering & restoring old
hang gliders with a view to putting on a display
or lending out to others to do the same. I currently have gliders from 1974 on. Please call
Peter Batchelor. Bh 018 381279, ah 03
97353095

EDEL SPACE 27 Turquoise intermediate rated
glider (ACPUL 12 As) in good condition with
brand new lines. A bargain at only $1200. Call
Andrew on 07 3366 1787

Comms gear for trike to include radio & intercom/headsets & battery pack ph Lucas 0416
256804
To loan, hire or purchase 1 reasonable quality FM 2 way radio for use in the States. Also an
oxygen system ph Ken 02 5664291
Coastal soaring videos contact Clem 059
413698 bh
Reserve chute/va rio ph 042 943384 Matt

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: In future all parag/iders offered for sale must state
their certification standard, otherwise they will be labelled with 'NO

APCO SUPRA 28 Blue (top surface) and white
(bottom surface) intermediate/performance rated
glider (ACPUL 12As). Extremely fast but stable
glider and holder of a number of local site
records. A give-away at only $2100. Call
Andrew on 07 3366 1787
Firebird Apache 26 sqm int DHV2 60-80 kg 55
hrs wings & wave harness with the lot. Reserve
chute $2000 call David or Roy 070 510344, 070
321652
Nova Phocus 126 D (DHV 212 A) purple violet
speed system. Firebird turtle comp II harness.
Edel back protection, Edel Securamax steerable.
Reserve , Paratech crabs, all gear is new $4500
ph Greg 07 55703726
Pacific Wings 35 (NCIS) 90-180 kgs gd for 1st
tandem or heavy pilot gd cond $800 ph Greg 07
55703726
Paratech P50 27 sq m SHV 12 A 6 mths old VMAX 47 km - 1.2 m/sec all up weight 80-104
$2,800 also Black Magic 24 sq m 12 A gc 55-75

Ian Young flying at Esperence WA on New Year s Day 1996

kg pilot weight $600 also Tandem Apache 212
A & DHV vgc $2000 also Pago Jet paramotor
430 cc 24 HP range 300 km top cond cost new
$11 ,500 sell $6,500 ono ph Qld 074 745479, 018
754157
APCO Spectra 30 int/high perform suit pilot 80100 kg , 50 hrs airtime in ex cond bluelwhite
Acpul Cert 1B also APCO 1st harness with backplate new $4300 sell both for $2700 ono ph Mal
Price 074 480038
Edel Stardust 24 (same as Space but without
the logo). White, 75-95 Kg weight range & only
55 hrs airtime. ACPUL 12 A's. Complete with
Edel Force (medium size) harness. $1800. Call
JJ on 07 3202 2327
Flytech 3005 Vario only 12 months old & a bargain at $400. Call JJ on 07 3202 2327
Edel Energy L DHV 3, takeoff mass 85-100 kg
Purple Only 8 hrs airtime (still very crisp) Very
attractive price setting; & even that is negotiable
Call Jorg on 07 5575 2096 or 018 764 085

New South Wales
lTV Vegas with harness & bags 2 for sale
ACPUL 12 As nov ex school canopies 1 x 23
sqm, 1 x 26 sqm gd cond $500 ea ph Murray bh
060 256088, ah 060 252476
Edel Apollo 24 DHV 2 certified suit 70-95 kg
total weight fluoro yellow with colour panels $800
ph Forrest 02 4502674
Blade 27 white/rainbow stripe tips 30 sqm with
lTV harness suit pilot 75-100 kg , certified
ACPUL 12 A gc novice/int wing. This wing is in
ex cond with 35 hrs airtime. I have upgraded . To
be sold $1950 (manual inel) ph Stuart 02
8108573
Flight Design Hot Dream B2 25 sq m only 15
hrs use. Red & green, harness, perf condo
Beginners, int - advanced, very versatile $2800
ph Sally 02 4195400 h, 4104899 w (NCIS)
Nova Xyon 26 high performance GOteseigal 2-3
weight range 85-105 kgs great cond only 45 hrs
safe glider with incredible performance $4000
contact Peter Bowyer ph/fax 02 5254175, 015
660881
Falhawk Athlete 9.5 22 sqm suit 55-75 kg sky
blue & rainbow panel 10 hrs elean as new DHV
$2000 + Apollo 35 Tandem near new fI pink suit
110 kg or greater DHV $3500 ono ph 02
4502674, 0412273552

Victoria
Edel Rainbow L ACPUL 9A, 3B. Great high performance wing . Suit pilot 60-85 kg new lines ec
$2500 ph Hans 052 376486
Paratech P50 27 sqm easy to handle interm
glider with 12A1DHV2 rating . Suit pilot weight of
65-85 kg (all up weight 80-100 kg) ex cond 12
mths old with less than 25 hrs airtime $2700 ono
ph Tilo 059 622272 or 015365747 (Healesville)
Pro Design Challenger Acpul all A 26 sq m ex
cond 40 hrs airtime suit 65-85 kg $1500 ph
David Job 03 93597882 w, 94576853 ah

ACT
Ultralight Products Vision M, DHV2/12As, pilot
weight 75-90 kg ,
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approx. 65 hrs inland flying , blue & white, 18
mths old. $2700 o.n.o . ph. Rene, 06 248 9404
Edel Apollo 2412 ACPUL A's 3 yo gc low hrs
Owner no longer flying $1 ,000 good canopy for
new pilot. Call John on 062942329 (Canberra)

Western Australia
Santana 1988 model to suit inUadv pilot that
weighs approx 75 kg no reasonable offer refused
ph Andrew Humphries 09 3816053 bh (NCIS)
Tandem Edel Space 40 Acpul 9A, 1 B, DHV 2,
35 hrs airtime ex cond make an offer call Jiri
Hlavaty 09 2551363, 015426550

TRIKES
New South Wales
Please note: All powered hang
gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number, otherwise they cannot be
accepted for publication.
Edge Executive full instruments silence kit electric start E-type box Ivo prop training bars low
hrs never bent always hangared ex cond XC bag
& trailer included & Icom IC40 Mk II radio
$17,500 ph Jason 02 99487032. "If this is not
the cheapest trike of its kind in Australia I will
adjust the price.'
Trike Airborne Edge T2-2636 582 C-type 252
hrs Executive wing in-flight trim , castoring front
wheel , windscreen, Aerial Pursuits intercom, 2
helmets, Icom A20 Mkll radio , press to talk,
remote aerial full set of covers & trailer all in as
new cond $16800 ph 066425063 will swap for
late model vehicle
Edge 582 T2-2582 fully maintained as per manual, superb condition motor, extra instrumentation , covers & trailer, 3 blade wood prop, enquire
for full details. $12,000 for quick sale. Ph Forrest
024502674
Pegasus Flash 2 T2-2741 462LC EGT, CHT, Alt
with approx 180 hrs great cond flys well always
hangared terrific buy for a first 2 seater trike .
Beef cattle crash sale. Must sell only $11 ,000 ph
Ted 065 585503
Trike Edge Executive 582 T2-2665 electric start
117 hrs quiet kit, full instruments never crashed
or badly landed. Trailer, flying suit , Comunica
intercom can be negotiated . $18,000 ph 02
7745795
Skylink Hornet trike 2 seat HGFA registered
T2-2537 82 genuine hrs total time ex cond full
instruments complete maint log flight log &
spares Ivo prop carby heat & fitted ballistic emergency chute fully reliable looks & flies great 55
kt+ cruise only one owner. Includes custom trailer with full cover suit new buyer $8,990 for a
quick sale. VHF Icom Mk II radio plus 2 helmets
with intercom $1000 Sydney ph 02 99722853
ah, 99050888 bh, 0412 172159
Quantum 462 trike T2~2727 ex cond recently
overhauled always hangared complete log books
$13,000 ono ph Ian 015 290184
Trike Airborne Edge 500 hrs TT engine rebuilt
at 400 hrs vgc must sell $12,500 neg with 5 hrs
free training hangared at Skylimit Byron Bay 066
843616, or 076 967047
Sigtronics intercom & two full face helmets
with in-built headsets. To suit Icom radio for trike
or ultralight. Helmet sizes medium . Both as new
$500 for the lot ph ah 049 886146, bh 049
83255, 014 490907
Trike Airborne Edge Executive T2-2659 full
instrumentation inc. dual EGT electric start, inflight trim adj, mint cond oonly 74 hrs airtime.
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$18500 ph Andrew 018 685215

Queensland
Trike Parts Edge base tube , seat fabric & soft
sides. All in vgc & below half price. Rear wheel
brake parts $175 ph Russell 074450084
Airborne Edge 582 LC T2-2557 ex cond only
48 hrs windscreen quiet kit full instrumentation
training bars Icom A20 Mkll radio Lynx Micro
system with push to talk helmets remote aerial
full set of covers plus trailer $14,900 ph Bjorn
015158048 or 074 455321
Edge Rear Wheel Brakes for Airborne trikes.
The brakes weigh less than 1-5 kg & fit under
the spats $175 ph Russell Groves 074 450084
AH

Victoria
Trike Pegasus Quantum T2-2777 Super Sport
582 red 85 hrs always hangared ASI , VSI , dual
EGT, water temp, clock revs, ignition key light,
touring windscreen , factory Pegasus panniers (2
x 20 litre XC), warning horn , dual landing lights,
kevlar LE & in-flight trim . 1 of only 2 4 :1 gearboxes in Australia with quiet kit & 6 blade Ivo prop &
spinner. 2nd battery regulator & alternator with
dual volt meters. Electric start, full covers , front
mud flap, soft & hard tip battens, tip protectors &
many other extras. This is the quietest, most
optioned trike in the country. 1st to see will buy.
Can organise delivery to East states only.
Includes Hepworth flying suit & 4 x 20 It fuel
cans. Now reduced to $23,850 as owner pursuing GA 018 356271

Kawasaki 340 cc COl air cooled fitted with 2"
belt step tooth reduction drive to a 3 blade Ultra
prop cost $1000 extensive modifications done to
this trike . Very docile trike to fly. Not fast but a
pleasure to handle Demon wing 176 sq ft red &
in ex cond oStall speed 22 mph normal cruise 37
mph - 44 mph depending on pilot weight up to
230 Ibs. With trailer made for this trike carry the
wing on your car like I do or trailer could easily
be extended 6 ft to carry wing . Will exchange
for Australian Light Wing turbo chute foot
launched powered parachute in gc or small
lightweight caravan to 12 ft in gc. Also trike
95.32 Pegasus XL reg # T2-2506 462 high powered 150 hrs exchange for Technochute powered
parachute. Two seats in tandem lever controlled
must be in gd cond ph 03 98274443 Vic after
6pm & before 11 pm
Pegasus XL-R trike reg T2-2753 Rotax 462
(High power version) 52 hp water cooled tug ,
with Ivo prop & full instrumentation . Includes
towing kit. Blue pod, blue & yellow wing . 117 hrs
always hangared, never dinged, as new cond o
$15,000 ph 03 98982262

SA
Pegasus XL-R trike 462 high power 240 hrs full
covers & books always hangared (hangar available in SA) ex cond re oT2-2585 $13,000 ph
Geoff 0411 174629
Edge Executive 582 LC T2-2638 May 1994
approx 150 hrs immac cond electric start, low
noise kit, full instruments, trim adjuster, training
bars, prop balancers, keel support & keel mounted aerial. Priced at only $17,500 the lot to sell
quickly! Will include some train ing if needed .
Hangared at Strathalbyn ph 08 3809054

Quicksilver ultralight MXII for only $5200. Two
axis control in excellent condition, the following
new parts have been fitted recently ; two proFOR SALE: BUY & FLY PACKAGE To facilitate
peller drive shaft bearings, one main drive bearits relocation and expansion OZ Flights must sell
ing one four slot drive pulley, four matched drive
belts, main root tube
and a brand new Rotax
503 dual ignition COl
engine. This machine is
very easy to fly and has
an exceptionally short
take off and landing .
Although it is a two
seater it is registered
with AUF as 95.10 craft
~
ie single seat ultralight.
Australia's
most popular ultralight flying suit I
You may have the old
engine as parts if you
Not a copy. the original! Our flywish for free should you
ing suits will keep you warm! Heavy duty
purchase the above.
rain resistant; oukr fabriC. 50ft; t;hermal
For further details or
liMd inner fabriC. full length windproof
demo flight ph Bruce
zips for ease of use. leg zips 50 you can
Atkinson on 053
get in an out with you r boots on. soft;
346559

r--- ------

--- ------.

COLD ?!
need to freeeze ....

Quantum 582 trike T22717 first reg . Jan 94.
140 hrs Always
hangared . Well tuned
Q2 wing , in-flight trim .
Full instr. including EGT.
Powerful 582 Rotax
water cooled , quiet kit,
C-type gearbox, dual
carbs & ignition ,
adjustable prop. Drum
brakes all round . A stylish, comfortable & safe
aircraft. Hangared at
Benalla. Owner going
overseas. $23,000 ono.
Call Greg 015 663440.
Trike 95.10 reg # T12052 reg till 11/96
Flight DeSign made in
USA only 120 hrs in
vgc. No accidents or
damage. Engine

cuff5. soft; knitkd collar zip~ up to a
polo neck. 5 norma l pockets & 2 ~ecuri 
ty pocket5. Incl ude5 zip on/off in5ulated
hood. Any colour 50 long a5 it~ green.
It'~ great!

ONL Y...
$133.00

GET WARM

Size XS.S.M.L XLXXL.JO<XL)O(XXL.
Size exchange OK for cost of Post/Pack
Postage, packing a nd handling $ 16.00
Phone/fax or mail orders with your credit card details. Che~ue Or COD al50 OK.

PO BOX 182, NORTH BALWYN, VIC, 3104

(03) 9431-2131, (03) 9744-1305
24HR FAX (03) 9431-1869

.--------- --------

_01
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this aircraft, an Airborne Edge Executive with
lots of extras incl. 20 hrs in-flight instruction with
and instructor near you! The aircraft: Edge 582
LC Executive T2-2769 only 97 hrs total time.
Stunning wing colour scheme with dep blue &
magenta US. White pod instrumentation includes
ALT with QNH sub-scale, dual EGT, ASI , hr,
tacho , & console compass, 3 blade Ivo prop.
The options: electric start, E-type gearbox, inflight trim , training bars, aero-tow rig , keel buddy
(assists solo set up). The extras: Airborne trailer
with dual jerry can holders, custom made &
water proof, trike, spat & prop covers (they fit
like a glove & better than factory made), genuine
Oz Flights prop guard (you'll never have another
stone chip on your prop again). See photo in
July Pacific Ultralight. The instructions: your
purchase package includes 20 hrs in-flight
instruction with a HGFA instructor near you *.
Instruction can be for pilot training , advanced
training , or endorsement training eg passenger,
XC , Aerotow, or close proximity. (* conditions
apply). The price: just $17,500. Priced for a
quick sale, and for you to save $. Wing tube
included for freight. Contact Brod Osborne at Oz
Flights Aviation on 08 2681625 or 0419 800820
and secure your deal now.

HANG GLIDERS
New South Wales
Foil 160B Racer int approx 100 hrs flying time .
It is a pleasure to fly with Air Support harness
parachute towing bridle Ball 651 vario helmet
UHF radio & charger all in vgc for $1 ,800 ph
David 02 5236824
Blade Race 132 exp int as new $3000 ph 042
942212 ah
Xtralite 137 exp int It blue LE & dk blue mid section white TS v low hrs (3 hrs) $4000 would suit
new buyer ph 02 99385775
Moyes XT 165 int as new 2 hrs airtime speed
bar chute pod harness & helmet $2500 ono will
separate ph 02 5254861
Tandem glider Moyes XS 210 navy LE & white
MS 1 yo since purchased from Moyes factory &
has completed 10 tandem flights & 2 solos,
owner going OS hence $2500 also 1 Apco
'pulled down Apex' reserve parachute $300
ph Ken 02 5664291
Xtralite 137 exp int done 1 season only flown in
3 comps full mylar sail grey US fluoro yellow LE
white MS XC bag perf cond $3,500 for quick
sale ph Daryl 02 99741629
Sting 118 nov 20 hrs still crisp rainbow colours
ex 1st glider $1950 ph 049 343578
Air Support Skylite harness purple/pink, suit
160 cm , chest to 95 cm $250 + Ball 651 varia
$250 + 2nd hand hang glider reserves $300
ph Forrest 02 4502674
Blade 153 exp int white TS red & grey US kevlar
front & back, turns nimbly & cruises sweetly. Vgc
$2900 ono contact AI 049 430674
SUMMER SPECIAL: XTRALITE 137 exp int 2
hrs airtime Air Support harness, race special
with parachute 2 hrs airtime only suit pilot 170175 cm Electrophone VHF radio, VHF car base
station with aerial. Full face helmet with built-in
rad io mike & hearing. Lindsay Ruddock LR3
Vario with ASI , Total energy, dual battery, averager etc All to be sold to first reasonable offer.
For further information phone Garry on 02
5577004

Aussie Skins harness new cond & chute $800
Ball varia 651 $200 all in ec will sell complete
$3000 ph Mat 065823270 or 019310757 anytime up to 10 pm
Airborne XC Sting 166 int red LE wh ite US ec
low air hrs $2000 also PA parachute never
deployed $300 pod & helmet $100 altimeter &
Ball varia $300 ph Wal 043 329228
Aero Race 150 int only 8 hrs ec pink/grey &
white TE. Perfect for smaller pilot. $1500 +
Moyes pod harness suit 6' $250 + from UK
Pod Lite (Airtime) harness suit 6'1"-2" with thin
line parachute $500, Avron 500 + Pro-series
alt/vario $350 (pilot moving to other sport) +
Probe II 175 int gc rainbowlwhite & harness
$500 the lot + Bandit 160 int remember this
one? perf cond all red minimal cond $200 ono
ph Matt @ Stanwell 042 943004
Sting 154 int vgc mylar LE speed bar wheels ex
1st glider $2500 ph 049 434900 or 018 293615
Moyes Mission 170 nov ex cond great colours
must sell going OS $1050 ono Tim 02 3897540
Desire 151 (int) a great looking glider with pastel
colours & Enterprise logo on top still very crisp &
only 40 hrs airtime $1700 ph 042 942550
Radio Electrophone TX475 2 yr old with charger new battery ex cond $350 ph Lachlan 066
291056
Tracer harness suit pilot 5'8"-5'10" magenta
$450 ono ph 02 6007628
Blade Race 132 exp int custom US design 10
hrs new suit new glider buyer pilot range 50-85
kg must sell $3100 ono ph Paul 043 341919
Moyes Mission 170 nov electric blue LE fluoro
pink/yellow US faired kingpost speed bar landing
wheels 2 spare down tubes batten profile & manuals An ideal 1st glider, ex cond $1550 also
Flytec varia with base bar clamp car charger &
AC charger ec $220 or $1700 the lot ph Geoff H
02 99707569, W 02 99302515
Moyes XL 145 nov ex cond low hrs airfoiled king
post suit light pilot 35-70 kg $1400 ono also
Xtralite 137 exp int low hrs near new cond mylar
sail ph Flight Zone Hang Gliding School 066
858768, 018441742
Sting 166 XC int sky blue LE with dk blue US
white sail faired uprights speed bar & VG $2200
ono also Moyes Xact harness suit 5'11"-6' med
build grey & green $550 ono also PA chute
$350 ono ph Ian 066 857791 , 015 759881
XS 155 Mk II exp int Nov 92 low hrs (less than
50) It grey US white power weave MS scrim LE
ex cond + Tracer harness suit 5'7'-6' with new
parachute complete $2000 ph Paula 049
499270
Ball varia 620 H also Electrophone UHF radio
with headset & fingertip PTT button gc 043
631278
Xtralite 1472 yo great cond $2500 ono ph 042
948110
Xtralite 137 power rib sail built 11/93 white LE
orange/purple US gc $2700 ono please ph Nimi
Sapir 025192259
Blitz 155 exp int ex cond great colours low hrs
fantastic performance + Moyes pod & chute &
varia all ex cond $2500 the lot ph Michael 018
202922

Desire 151 int mauve/grey/purple HPT sq cloth
on rear section spares no problem $1800 ono ph
Paul 02 5217931

Air Support Skylite harness purple/pink suit
160 cm chest to 95 cm $250 + Mission 170 nov
brilliant cond dk blue LE bright red white $1500 +
Combat 152 fI yellow white upper low hrs vg
$1850 + Ball 651 varia $250 ph 02 4502674,
0412273552

Moyes XT 145 int 60-90 kg 30 hrs use speed
bar fluoro pink orange yellow & white $2100

Airborne Blade 132 exp int vgc 50 hrs must sell
$2600 NOW!!! evenings 049 505434
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Foil 139 sail brand new never been on the
frame white LE white TS violet US ph Mark 042
674499
Blade 132 exp int It green & yellow US gc
approx 50 hrs $3000 ph Peter 049 430158
Moyes Mission 170 nov low hrs new wires
faired king post speed bar landing wheels 1
spare downtube & batten profile ex cond $1400
+ pod harness $200 + PA parachute $200 ph
Andrew 02 5205257
GTR 162 int low hrs $600 ono ph 015 954933
Airborne Sting 154 int white TS black & fluoro
yellow US mylar LE speed bar less than 2 hrs
$3000 + Danny Scott Twister harness black &
fluoro yellow 180 cm with reserve chute never
used $950 ph AI 02 6033818 or 0411 118954
GT 190 int suit the heavier guy gd cond ph Peter
066847229, 015145924
Sting 154 XC novlint only 4 hrs airtime magenta
& fluoro green faired uprights king post speed bar
VG system Danny Scott Twister harness suit
5'8"-6' all vgc $3200 ph W 042964215, H 042
570794

South Australia
Moyes 165 XT int with parachute & Moyes pod
white LE edge scrim white MS with blue & green
US pod is red & in excellent cond parachute is
wh ite & never been used glider is top cond incl
in price are new US cables as spares price
$2500 ph 08 434079
Helmet, Moyes Ibargoyen lightweight full face
New, unused prize. $200 (list price $275) Garry
Fimeri, tel 08 3845742 hm , 08 3017762 wk

Queensland
Airborne Blade Race 132 adv mauve & white
20 hrs airtime ex cond sweet glider $3000 ono
ph Helen 07 55756816
Xtralite 137 exp int clear scrim LE purple fluoro
yellow US 28 hrs new cond $3400 ono ph Greg
0755703726
Combat 11152 int wh ite LE & TS tiger stripes US
comp model with half battens & LE sleeves fast
with superb handling 40 hr airtime $1850 ph
Bjorn Temming 074455321 or 015158048
ATOL payout winch copy of original Jerry
Forburger design. Complete with launching platform , parachute, bridles, ASls & battery connecting cable. Can also be used with foot launching .
Ec ph Dave 07 55333330
XS 155 exp int white TS blue & yellow US king
post hang half battens no flutters in gd flying
cond $700 or swap for anything of value ph Jerry
0755710389
As new XS 155 exp int less than 60 hrs airtime.
$1800 + Xact II Moyes harness to suit 5'8"-6'2"
including Metamorphosis chute $800 + Sj"str"m
varia $350 + Phillips P65 UHF radio brand new
in box incl hand mic & car charger $450 ph
Graeme ah/fax 074 480905, mob 019 990304
Mission 170 nov red LE wh ite & yellow gc low
hrs incl. apron harness $1100 ono also Icom
UHF IC40 radio with HS51 headset & spare
alkaline battery pack perf cond $375 ph John
070518592 or 070559329
XT 165 int gc 90 hrs red white & blue $1725 +
Henk Van Raalte harness in as new cond suit
5'6"-6' $150 + helmet open face in gc $30 ph
0738055440
UP XTC 205 tandem glider ec $3500 aero-tow
keel extension + castor wheels C/W spats $500
Blackhawk harness & parachute $500
Blackhawk pod harness $150
Camera equipment: Minolta X700, Tamron 17
mm lens, Minolta 16 mm fish eye lens, auto

SKYSAILOR

winder + remote release , case , mounts +
counter weight $1700 ph 07 55701699, mob 019
641129
Moyes XSR 150 int blue yellow US VG king post
hang faired uprights speed bar approx 130 hrs
only will freight suit advanced novice or int on a
budget only $800 glider @ Tweed Heads ph
Heath 070 543759
XS 155 exp int gd cond king post hang blue LE
fluoro orange US white power rib TE $800 open
to offers ph 07 32698485
XT 145 Pro nov-int pink scrim LE purple & grey
US speed bar spare upright low hrs gc $2400
also Twister harness with side mounted chute
suit 5'5"-5'9" vgc $1100 also wheels $50, also
Brauniger altlvario (Basis) near new vgc $500
also flying suit never used (approx size 12-14)
$250, regretfully leaving sport ph Sam after 5 pm
0738060913
Combat II 152 int quick fittings Desire antideflexors can be easily adjusted handles
superbly VG off ex glide VG on must sell by 25th
offers 079 793414
UHF Uniden vehicle mounted set. Near new in
ex cond with antenna & microphone. Model UH
011 . $250 ono Mal Price 074 480038
XC Sting 145 int VG with harness 2 hrs airtime
as new $3350 ph Ashley 070 914084
Harness, helmet, glider. Great for beginner.
$500 everything ph Steven 07 33699960

Victoria
Moyes XT 165 int 30 hrs harness to suit 5'6"
with parachute, Sjostrom vario helmet, Icom
IC40 radio , books & spares ex cond $3000 ph
0393991810 ah
AIRFOIL DOWN TUBES for Enterprise wings
gliders Brand new $65 Call Mike on 041
1551098

white power rib upper GC comes with unused
new wing wires luff lines & spare uprights gc
$2500 + Icom 40G UHF radio with Icom headset ec $450 + Sjostrom vario 2 yrs old ec $400
+ Moyes pod harness yellow suit 6' or less fair
cond $120 ph Paul ah 03 95684716 Chadstone
Vic
Xtralite 147 exp int vgc blue LE blue/violet US.
This glider flys nicely & has low airtime. Price
$3300 ono ph 03 97621364
Tandem UP XTC 205 ex cond $3500 castor
wheels , stainless steel with spats & keel extension $500, XS 155 exp int & pod harness gc
$900 ph 03 97990664 mob 019 641129

& US white TS blue/yellow/white US $2300 ono
+ Desire 151 int mid 95 kevlar TE & LE white TS
purple/lime/white US $2500 ono + Blade 141
exp int early 95 white TS black/pink/white US
$2900 + Combat 2 152 exp int late 93 purple LE
white TS orange/lime/white US $2300 phone
Steve 03 98733473 or Max wk 03 98017067 or
hm 03 97350756

ACT
Garmin GPS 45 new bracket $380 ph Goran 06
2164514
Blitz 155 exp int ex cond purple LE yellow US
no fading , sweet handling, ideal transition from
int. Make an offer ph Peter 06 281 3746 (h)

Moyes XS III 142 exp int super light weight, all
Swiss tubing . Current model built for Japanese
market royal blue & pink, delightful to fly, a pleasure to ground handle, approx 100 hrs gc $2000
ph 03 94805534

Xtralite 147 exp int blue LE white mylar TS
green US. This glider flys beautifully & has been
well cared for. $2850 ph Peter Fox 06 2315878
anytime

Combat 152 int gc approx 90 hrs red gold &
white tight sail $1200 ph 03 94811259

Xtralite 147 exp int power rib $2500 ph 06
2164514

Moyes Mission 170 nov vgc red LE & rainbow
US complete with speed bar spare base bar
spare upright & batten profile. Flies & looks great
$1400 ono ph Andrew 97909085 bh or
98904894 ah

Vision 170 nov/int gc $600 ono ph 06 2934022

Moyes XS series 2 155 exp int fluoro colours
low hrs & in beautiful cond oAll original tubing ,
complete with batten profile, manual. $2500 057
501591
Moyes XT Pro 165 int for sale
RedlWhite/Blue/Fluoro Yellow 10 hrs air time .
vgc $2700. Moyes XACT harness suit 180 cm
(5'11") with front load chute . $900. Sjostrom
vario/alt as new. $400. Ph Clayton on 03
98304578 or 014867586
XS 155 exp int Nov 89 king post hang grey LE
pink TS pink/purple US $900 + XS 155 exp int
early 89 keel hang white TE , pink TS , pink/purple US $800 + Desire 151 int Nov 94 kevlar TE

Western Australia
Blade 153 exp int well maintained new side
wires flies great test flights & inspections welcome $2500 ph Daryl 09 3328665 or leave message
Aero 150 nov-int pink/white low hrs gc speed
bar $2700 harness, radio , tow meter also available ph Matthew 09 3453027
Xtralite 137 exp int fluoro yellow LE pink & fluoro yellow US 50 hrs 15 mths no prangs $3500
also Xtreme harness suit 5'8" 4 mths old fluoro
green & black $700 also Flytec 3030 with PC
software 12 mths old $800 also Sjostrom vario
$300 also Moyes pod suit 5'8" $200 ph Gary 09
4781428

+

Xtralite 147 exp int dk blue & pink US It blue &
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The new ax series incorporates all of the best features
high performance glider should have whilst maintaining
s gliders predictable stability
Just some of the new ....

1......

• Streamlined tip levers for .
-. Extra Batten to further denna
iI
• New Moyes aerolon uprights .. fittings
• Easy to operate 12 to 1 ratio VB

(glider bag
lor 1,2,3

•
SX2
Area
Span
Nose Angle
Aspect Ratio
Glider Weight
Pilot Rating \
OptWt

127 sq ft
30'
130 deg
7.1
28 kg
Adv
4§-60kg

Area
Span
Nose Angle
Aspect Ratio
Glider Weight
Pilot Rating
Opt Wt Range

149 sq ft
33'8"
130deg
7.6
33 kg
Adv

Area
Span
Nose Angle
Aspect Ratio
Glider Weight
Pilot Rating
Opt Wt Range

34'4"
130 deg
7.7
,.84 kg
Adv
75-90 kg

